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THE PROMOTION OF CULTURE.

BY THE EDITOR.

T HE not unreasonable expectationof those who closely and inter-
estedly watch the result of educational
work in Canada, is, that it shall
largely contribute to the public cul-
ture, and be successful in elevating
the tastes and reflning the life of the
people. In the cities, and in the older
and more thickly-settled portions of
Ontario,. at any rate, is this influence
expected to be at work, In the coun-
try towns, also, though Canada by a
high authority is said to be "raw,
rough, and democratic," there is an
inviting field for the operation of the
meliorating and refining influences of
education. To a large portion of our
people, in these sections, education
means more than the acquisition of a
few elementary facts, and such mental
training as will enable our youth to
cipher and to read. Even in the rural
districts, except, perhaps, in the case
of the settlers in the remote townships
of the Province, and among the In-
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dians, the demands upon education
are ambitious ones. With no be-
nighted labouring class in Canada,
corresponding to the "Hodge" of the
motherland, education has not to
waste tine upon uncouth and un-
promising material. Hence, there is
not the necessity to lower the plane
of our primary education to that of his
midnight ignorance. This advantage
in our favour, we begin our educa-
tional work at a higher pitch, though
the height we reach at the finish
should be correspondingly elevated,
and the resuits looked for those that
mark the fulfilment of a great expec-
tation. How far we realize these
expectations is fair matter for thought-
fui consideration; though, perhaps,
ve -will save ourselves some trouble

if we frankly confess that our realiz-
ation of then is very imperfect. We
have the machinery of education, the
shafting, the belting, and the motive
power,-and the work all goes on,
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from the bottotn of the system to the
top, with gratifying industry and ad-
mirable method. But to a great ek-
tent, we fcar, it is machine work,
marked with the materialism of rou-
tine and the inelasticity of mechanisn.
The work, of course, is turned out;
but it is donc too much in the temper
of uniformty, and in the methods ofa
lifeless system. We have the body of
educational work without its energiz-
ing and liberalizinglife,-the form but
not the fruit. Even in the highest
sphere of its operation, our university
vork is donc in the flats and mono-
tones of professional duty, and rarely
rises above the minor notes of enthu-
siasm. The modern intellectual'
movement may bc an aggressive force
in the lecture rooms, but little of the
atmosphere of culture exhales from its
halls. It would be unjust to say that
there is mental rust, but there would
seem to be a solstice of contentment
and acquiescence unindicative of vital-
ity and unfavourable to progress. The
cold temperament too largely prevails,
and work is not wrought in the energy
and with the entlhusiasm that should
mark the achievement of a National
University. Here, and at its highest
development, our educational machin-
ery, much as we may justly boast of
it, is not altogether satisfying. With-
in the doors of the University, no
doubt, there is scholarship, learning,
and much honest work done, but it is
a silent, unaggressive work, awakening
little public interest, arousing less
enthusiasm, and stirring no passion.
Its contribution to the promotion of
public culture is, therefore, not notice-
ably important.

Descending the scale of our educa-
tional system, it ought not to be
wondered at, that, where the flame is
not at the top, the fire is not over
bright beneath. Fortunately, how-
ever, in the Collegiate Institutes and
High Schools, we corne upon institu-
tions whose sources of life and main-

tenance are largely contingent upon
individual activity, and professional
ardour. In these institutions, more-
over, competition and rivalry, in ad-
dition to the master's ambition, pro-
duce healthy and active life. But
even here, the cramping influences of
a purely professional occupation are
visible, and individuality of effort
and ambitiousness of aim are often
shrouded in the winding-shcet of
departmentalism. Programmes, in-
spections, examinations, and school
routine, are not the insjiring subjects
of a teacher's work, nor do they preach
the gospel of the intellect to the hun-
gering pupil. Here and there indivi-
dual enthusiasm and force of charac-
ter, if tîey do not throw off the
shackles, mitigate the evil effects of
their imposition, and education has a
chance to show its work. At the
best, however, while from University
and fron Department there come not
the inspiring breezes of vigour and
enthusiasm the influences of these in-
stitutions cannot be all that they
might be, and their promotion of cul-
ture is not assisted.

In the Public Schools we do not
expect education to soar into the
region of culture, but much might here
also be gained if that robust capacity
for work which distinguishes the
labourer in the Model and Public
Schools of the country were softened
by its genial humanities. The tone
of the schools might be largely raised,
and the tender and plastic nature of
the young minds under training be
directed into sympathy with the noble
and the elevating. Relieved of nuch
of the red-tapism which hampers the
work of the High School teacher, the
masters of the Public Schools have
more opportunity to make individu-
ality tell in the conduct of the school,
and of encircling the sphere of their
work with a bright zone ofcultivation
and refinement. But the Public
School teacher will accomplish much
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if, reverently and synpathetically, he
endeavours to preserve the freshness
and ingenuousness of childhood, and,
by the influence of his own example,
while leading the pupil up the golden
ladder of mental acquisition, he en-
courages the cultivation of those
graces of life which are the best
adornments of youth. Stepping out
of the schools, we look expectantly to
the professions for evidence ofsympa-
thy with culture, and for practical
results in its promotion. As profes-
sions, we find, of course, the conven-
tional admission of its claims, but few
organized efforts in its behalf. In
Law, perhaps from the fact that the
social status of its members is more
favourable to its unselfish pursuit, the
recognition of culture is more general.
The dignity and learning of the Bench
fortunately, also, give it large counten-
ance. The Clericaland Medicalprofes-
sions on the other hand, do not, as pro-
fessions, give practical encouragement
to its promotion. The former, in
neither its professional curriculum, nor
in its Church Assemblies, encourages
that benignant breadth of tone favour-
able to its existence. As a class,more-
over, "the peril of committing them-
selves'" is too characteristic of the
profession to give aid to its expres-
sion, while the asperities of religious
controversy too often drive culture
from their midst. Among ministers,
as among doctors, culture has, indivi-
dually, to look for that generous,
eager, and ambitious life which woos
it to a home, and for that student-
temper which, in the circle of its in-
fluence, best promotes it.

That among the commercial classes,
and the trading community of the
country, little is done to advance
public culture has alvays been a mat-
ter of reproach; and with that little
there is the disposition still to do less.
Years ago, in our cities and towns,
and when the wealth of the com-
munity was not what it is to-day, there

was m1ore esrit in this matter, and
our social and civic life was more
pronounced in favor of the public
good. With wealth has come in-
difference to the weal of the coin-
munity, and with comfortable circum-
stances thatsel lishness which fel icitates
itself in isolation. Formerly lectures,
readings, literary and debating clubs,
"socials" for mentalimprovement,and
other schemes of an educating and
improving character, were wont to be
patronized, but of these one hears
little now-a-days. It would seem as
if we had retrograded greatly from
these times, while the apathy that noW
reveals itself, in matters that concern
the intellectual life and public culture,
leads us almost to despair of a revival
of interest.

Nor is the press, in the main, more
helpful to culture, or influential in the
formation of an elevating public taste.
Politics have, unfortunately, become
our only education, and the thenie
and burden of the utterance of every
journal. No purely literary paper
can find adequate support outside
snall circles of the educated class, and
monthly periodicals, of any high
character, have but a precarious exis-
tence. The journals, as newspapers
merely, are the only enterprises that
find eager and constant supporters;
and these, with some few exceptions,
make no original provision for the
serious student. Literary excerpts,
save of the most fluid character, find
little representation in their pages;
and literary criticism is almost un-
known. Politics, controversy, trivial
occurences, and gossip, are the main
items of their daily bill-of-fare ; the
first of these being served and re-
served, with all their inconceivable lit-
tienesses, the round of the year. Of
course, so long as the general public
is satisfied with the cheap perform-
ances of journalism, and craves no
higher food than a hurried daily press
is willing to give it, the quality will
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continue to bc poor, and its bulk light;
but the public demand and taste is
not altogether for poor fare and light
weight, and we] have lad, of recent
years, sufficient cvidence that the
enterprise that has launched experi-
ments in higler journalism finds a
constituency of appreciative support
encouraging enougli to give them life
in proportion to the area interested in
their publication. 'Tlie difficulty in
the way of their permanent establish-
ment lias been that of maintaining the
experiment long enough until the
public eye and car at a distance can
be caught and interested in their ex-
istence. This is the vork that could
be done by disinterested wealth, re-
sponsive to the claims of social life,
in contributing to its intellectual well-
being, and the furtherance of its high-
est aims.

Many other objects appeal to the
public spirit of our wealthy citizens
for encouragement and aid, which, on
reflection, will naturally suggest them-
selves to a liberal mind. None of
these, however, presents greater claims
upon the would-be benefactors of the
people than the establishment and en-
dowment of public libraries, and no
influence can be more potent than
theirs in contributing to the public
culture. Whatever may be the diffi-
culties that confront one, and particu-
larly in depressed times like the pre-
sent, in placing such projects on foot,
they should not deter from hearty and
persistent effort in establishing them.
If no more ambitious scheme can be
launched than a moderately equipped
book-club, with ample provision for
the purchase of those engines of
thought, the modern reviews, month-
lies, and the English critical and
literary journals, let that, at least,
be attempted. The more widely the
formation of these reading clubs can
extend, the better; and there is no
town of any size but might light
this intellectual torch in the com-

munity and avail itself of its helpful
aid to mental illumination and ad-
vancement. It wants but the inspir-
ing stimulant of enthusiasm, and the
contagion of strenuous effort to set
the project in motion; and, not of
necessity by some infliiential person,
but by those, here and there in the
country, who have faith in the bene-
fits flicir efforts would confer, and are
loyal to the cause of culture.

From their occupation, the public
would naturally look to their profes-
sional educators to lcad them in this
work, were they more accurtaîined to
see teachers take an active part in
performing those duties in society
which pertain to the higher life, and for
the fulfilment of which they are profès-
sionally so well adapted. We know
that the social position conceded to
teachers, as a rule, is not that to which
they rightly should lay claim; but so-
ciety is not altogether to blame either
for its deficient acknowledgment of
their status, or for the parsimony with
vhich it rewards their labour. It is

an old adage that we value a thing at
the price we pay for it; but it is as
truc that we affix to ourselves our own
price. " Respectability," as an old
schoolmaster used to say, " is after all
a personal attribute," and the teacher
can as successfully assert his true posi-
tion in society as any other mem-
ber of the community. In Ontario,
the High School masters are, as a
class, worthy of greater social distinc-
tion than the public is accustomed to
confer upon them, for their academic
standing is higher in the aggregate
than that of an equal number of any
other of the professions. The attain-
ments, also, of the Inspectorate, are
of a high order, and there is no class
in the community doing more praise-
worthy work. Though lower in the
professional scale than the Inspectors
and their brother-labourers in the Col-
legiateInstitutes and HighSchools, the
Public School masters of the Province
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are a body of men of which'any coun-
try may bc proud, and the ycoman
service thcy arc doing in the intellec-
tual developmcnt of the country
entitle3 them to generous and admir-
ing recognition by the people. As a
force in the community for good, no
class of men arc in a position to
exercise a more beneficent influence ;
and the potentialities of such a body of
educators as wehavenowover the Do-
minion, in giving to it the blessings of
intelligence, enlightenment and cul-
turc are remarkable in the history of
so young a nation.

The only circunstance that can
qualify unstir -ed commendation of. ·
profession is .xat to which we have
already alludea, but which, as we have
said, attaches to our systems and
machinery of education rather than to
the instruments that give them effect.
There must, of course, be these sys-
tems, and more or less of the regula-
ting and restraining direction of a
centralized executive; but, at the same
time, there should be the greatest

possible freedom in their operation,
consistent with desirable and legiti-
mate control. And with evcry elasti-
city that can be given to the system,
there should be as little to remind the
profession of bureaucracy and depart-
mental paternalism as possible. But
above all, there should be the living
Af in the administration which should
charge aill the conduits of the depart-
nient with the electric thrill of energy
and enthusiasm, and cause the concen-
tric circles of the systen to tingle with
the dynamic force of its impulse. In
so important a bureau as that of cdu-
cation the want of some highly
magnetized influence to infuse the
system with zeal and activity is an
imperious need. With it our educa-
tors will become schoolmen in the
old and high sense of the word, and a
taste for learning and the elegant
amenities of life will be diffused.
Without it the most potent lever in
elevating the public taste and in stimu-
lating the intellectual life and culture
of the nation willfail of its highestwork.

EDUCATION A SUCCESSION OF EXPERIENCES.*

1Y PROF. A. R. GROTE, BUFFALO.

A STUDY of the phenomena ofthe human intellect teaches us
that there is a process going on by
which external matters are being pic-
tured in the brain through the action
of the senses. The imagination it-
self is found to depend upon an ideal
grouping of experiences, however fan-
tastic and unconnected they may be
made to appear. As time elapses
and rnankind advances, the brain-
pictures seen to become more per-

fect, and to embrace more fully the
characters of their originals, and their
development in this direction is
proved by our varying notions of
things, and our changing conduct to-
ward them. Education may, then,
be primarily conceived as the process
of storing sense-impressions in the
brain, and the total condition and
amount of the brain-pictures we
might style knowledge. An educa-
tion seems to resolve itself at last in-

* An abridgnient of an Address delivered before the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, at St. Louis, last August, and published by the courtesy of the
writer.
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to a succession of experiences, icw-
ever complex it may appear in ils
resuilts, so that, in any discussion, it
will make the matter much clcarer if
we study the imachinery which makes
. ucation itself at all possible. Itis evi-

o.'nt that we only appreciate sight, or
any one other of our senses, because
it exists ; and in the cvolution of
sense organs, the feeling of the want
of thcm in the individual evidently
succeeds their possession of the spe-
cies. Through the senses a section
of the universe is opened to us, a
section which is limited by their
powers in bringing, and the capacity
of the brain for storing what is brought.
But with the utmost exercise of our
receptive powers our view of the world
remains a section still. When we find,
for instance, that vibrations of the air
below thirty-two and above 0oo,ooo

per second, make no impression on
the human car, we understand that
we are cut off from a wide range of
possible sound. So that every me-
chanical appliance by which we can
enlarge the field of experience tends
to increase our knowledge, and, there-
fore, to affect our conceptions of the
world about us.

The "atoms " of the intellect are
thus seen to be the single sense-im-
pressions, and the conclusion is inev-
itable that reason is generalized ex.
perience. It is possible to check the
correctness of this conclusion through
a study of the intelligence of the lower
animals, and the efficiency of their
senses. And so far we have found
that the generalizations of knowledge
which they are able to make, and
which we have calied in the past in-
stinct, to distinguish them from our
own reason, stand in direct relation
to their capacity of receiving sense-
impressions.

It may be said that what the lower
animals do know, they come to know
by similar means and in the same
way that we acquire knowledge. It

is now the generally accepted conclu-
sion by scientific minds, that instinct
and reason differ in degree, and not
in kind. Our litcrature is already full
of proof, drawn from the habits of
vertebrate and invertebrate animals,
that this position is a just one, and
explains fully the relationship between
the intelligences of the different ani-
mais thenselves, as well as between
the intelligence of the races of men
and that of lower types of existence.
Reason is, then, built up out of past
experience, which we usewhen brought
into fresh contact with things. We
become more reasonable as we ex-
perience more, and the object of cdu-
cation is to impart that reasonable-
ness more qr.ickly, so that the grow-
ing generation may not be obliged
solely to find how things are from the
slow process of its own experience,
but profit by the knowledge which
was gathered by those who passed
away before. Reason, then, depend-
ing on the sense-im pressions, must
be affected by the character of the
sense organs. If these were more
perfect the acquirement of knowledge
would be easier. In fact, they are
found to be limited and unreliable
beyond what we might at first be in-
clined to gent. But however justly
we may distrust our senses on any
particular occasion, we cannot con-
sider them, or any one of them, as
totally unreliable. Al that we can
do is to point out their insufficiencies,
to check the evidence of one sense
by that of another, to try by repeated
experiment to establish the actual
condition of affairs.

The pictures which our senses give
us are not to be regarded as false al-
thougl- they may convey a misleading
idea of the object perceived. Every
action of the senses gives us a com-
paratively true perception of external
objects. A correct judgment is formed
after a full examination through all the
senses that can be brought to bear
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on the subject, and in this way the
actual Etate of affairs may bc discov-
crcd. The method of examination
we may employ is determincd not
only by past cxpcriencc, but by that
analogy which prompts fresh experi-
ments. At bottom this is what makes
cducation attractive, that the mind
grows in the direction to TCCCiVC morC
and more complcte pictures of things.
And this is an answer to those who
object to scientific hypothi:ses, that
all such, based on observation or
sense-impressions, are to some extent
reliable and serviceable. It is not
truc, cither in part or wholly, that we
" take Icave of our senses," to con-
struct our scientific hypothesis, but
the reasonableness of our hypothesis
stands in relation to the extent of our
acquaintance with its subject and re-
lated matters. But aside from the
imperfection of our senses, which niay
niake a correct judgment impossible,
or at least difficult, we find ourselves
sometimes under exciting conditions
of the brain, when we mistake the
subject of our thought for the object
of our sense-impressions. False see-
ing and false hearing have come to
be classed anong the discases of the
brain, and the evidence collected on
this head points to the conclusion
that it is the memory which is here
affected The explanation of memory
is, that it is the result of an effort of
the mind by which we recollect the
pictures and impressions already
stored in the brain. The mind,
"that veiled enchantress," as Draper
calls her, is " veiled " because her
feeders are so subtile, that we believe
she exists without subsistence. But
in all her phases she is seen to depend
literally upon the senses for ber vigor.
The dream-doors of night's dwelling,
opening at the touch of sleep, let forth
a troop of images seemingly of fresh
import, and perhaps of direst conse-
quence. But reason, by simply bring-
ing the figures into their proper se-

quence, reveals in them the pictures
of the day's experience. Beforc dis-
cussing the impcrfcctions of the
scnses, and which so dceply affect
our conceptions, let us briefly con-
sider the way in which one of them,
that of sight, reccies its impressions
and conveys then to the brain.

Young, in his theory of the percep-
tion of color, has shown that there
are three orders of pointlets or nerve
ends of the retina, and that cach
order of nerve ends is sensitive to a
different rapidity of the light waves.
Helmholtz demonstrates that certain
of the nerve ends in the retina are
destructively affected, in both the live
and the dead subject, by particular
rays of light. We may conclude that
the shape of any object, as it appears
to us, depends upon the number of
pointlets of the retina affected by it,
and the color on the order of nerve
ends stimulated by it so far as
our sight of the object is con-
cerned. The cause of the color
of any particular object itself must
be sought in the structure of its atoms,
which absorb certain of the rays of
light and reflect others. Thus all
objects may be considered, in a gen-
eral way, prismatic; that is, they
effect a separation of the rays of
white light in displaying the phenom-
ena of color, but they do this by ab-
sorbing certain of the rays. This is
the point where the chemist and the
biologist meet-every phenomenon
displayed by an object is found to
depend upon the ultimate structure
and arrangement of its component
atoms. We may thus conceive of
the action of the sense of sight with-
out calling to our aid anything but
the thing seen, the medium through
which the thing attacks the eye, and
the machinery which conveys the pic-
ture of the retina to the brain, where
it is registered. We may in this way
investigate the action of the remain-
ing senses, and with a similar resuIlt.
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Always thrce is the thing pcrccivcd,
the iedia, the contact, the niachincry
of the sensory nerves, and the gray
mattcr of the brain. Dcfining cdu-
cation, thenl, as the proccss of receiv-
ing a series of scnsc-impressions and
expcrienccs, let us consider in what
way our knowlcdge is affcctcd by the
limitation and imperfection of the
senses.

We have said that, from the limita-
tion and imperfection of our senses,
but a section of the univcrse is opencd
to us; in reality, we have but a par-
tial idea of even this section, It will
occur to every one that there arc a
large numbcr of objects which they
fail to take cognizance of, although
they could do so if they had the op-
portunity. Such objects as distant
portions of the carth's surface, foreign
animals and plants, many of us have
to content ourselves without sceing.
We know them throuîgh the senses of
other persons, who have written on
them,. Nevertheless, our total con-
ception of the world is affected by
our personal ignorance of these mat-
ters which go to make up the world.
But, aside from this class of objects,
there are also to be considered thl
large number of things we pass over
from inattention, and a want of pre-
paration of the senses to entertain
them. How large a class this is we
can easily understand when we know
that the difference between scientists
and other people is involved in the
matter. For a scientist is -merely
one who diligently observes things
that for the most part are not seen
nor leard nor felt by others. Life is
also too short to witness the outcome
of many things, and the years in
which we are willing to pursue in-
quiry too few. It has happened that
generations have elapsed before a
new age has carried on seriously the
investigations commenced at an ear-
lier epoch.

When we examine the sources of

our knowledge, it will be found, 1
think, that we have attaincd it in two
kinds of ways, and that for conven-
ience and a better undcrstanding of
education itsef, we may take these
two ways as a rough classification of
our knowlcdge itsclf. The one is by
direct expcriniental contact with
things, and this is the most positive
and certain, so that we nay call the
knowledge we acquire in this vay
real. The other vay is through books
and the teaching of persons other
than ourselves, and we may call this
kind of knowledge second-hand. In
the process of education we draw up-
on both these sources of information,
and both go toward dciermining our
total mental status. They are, in
fact, so interlaced that we have
difficulty in separating them. What
we have rcad about often seems only
to be separated from what we have
experienced by its lesstr vividness,
and the art of teaching evidently lies
in the power of presenting second-
hand knowledge, so that it has the
force, or nearly so, of an absolute
sense presentation. Undoubtedly
tlcre is a certain case and facility in
acquiring second-hand knowledge,
which renders the process attractive
to the mind ; the mind, which, as we
have said, grows in the direction of re-
ceiving information. But this second-
hand knowledge carries with it the
greater possibility of error. We have
only to recollect that our second-
hand knowledge is imparted to us
through the machinery of words, and
words, we all f[el, but approximately
express our ide*as. This fact supplies
the reason for the success of object-
teaching in education. Undoubtedly
the second-hand information of to-
day is not the best information now
possible, but, as a whole, it compares
favorably vith the second-hand in-
formation of twenty years ago.

From the fact that the vast major-
ity of us acquire our conceptions of
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external things largely during our
school and college days, thcrc is an
cvidcnt rcason for the popular un-
fricndly attitude towards new idcas
drawn from cxpcrimcnts uiknown to
the past gencration of school children.
Betwccn this sccond-hand informa-
tion and real knowledge there is secn
to be a constant inter-action; the
first is always improved by the zrsults
of the latter, and so mankind is in.
structed as time clapses. Thc pro-
ceedings of our scicntific bodies con-
tain a mass of information which is
brought later on into our school-
books in different shapes.

Thc cffect on the minds of the
rising gencration is cumulative, and
most children start with ideas and a
presentation of facts with which their
parents perhaps finished their educa-
tion, and few of us, we know, actively
pursue our studies during mature life.
But here we must be struck with the
fact whiclh a study of the inheritance
of certain faculties of the mind pre-
sent. Much, wc know, almost every-
thing, is transmitted from the parent
to the child, and along with the copy
of the structure, the resemblance is
carried out into minor details of form
and feature. And in the same way
the structure of the brain, which ve
yet fail to well understand, is affected.
The faculty for receiving a certain
class of brain-pictures rather than
another, the bent of the mind in a
certain direction, follows with the
color of the hair and eyes and the
shape of the skull. But this faculty
may exist and at the same time an
absence of the brain-picture, which
would satisfy and fill it, may cause its
obliteration in the child from disuse.
We must then clearly distinguish the
factor of heredity as affecting the
sensory nerves and the brain, when
we consider the total mental condi-
tion of the individual. The action
of the senses and the exercise of the
brain beyond a certain extent, which

varies with the individual, arc painful
and thcrcfore distastcful. Up to what
point they may be carried in any
given case is ÙLJìicult to determine.
Sufficient it is for us to apprcciaic
that, for the mass of mankind, &a
small total amount of sense and
brain work suftices, and that we arc
gencrally willing to avail ourselvcs
Of tie es tcdiously acquired know-
ledge which we receive through books,
And even these it is almost usual to
read carelessly and to avoid com-
paring, taking the remarks of author
after author listlessly into our minds,
until our reason is clogged with con-
tradictory impressions, and our total
mental attitude becomes feeble and
vacillatory. And here this fact pre-
sents itsclf, that in proportion as wc
apply to the sources of our real
knowledge, and generalize from the
results of our sense-impressions, we
are able to criticise our second-hand
information, and work toward a truer
apprehension of ourselves and the
world we live in.

Those who rely chiefly upon second-
hand knowledgc in effect refuse the
present opportunity, which is alone
their own, and must necessarily ac-
cept a lower philosophy of their lives.
And by philosophy we mean, after
ail, an explanation of ourselves and
the world in which we are. The
range of meaning in words is so
great, that ordinarily, we conceal un-
der this term one knows not how
much that is mysterious and that
may be even held unnecessary. But
by philosophy we evidently mean
that correlation betv.-en the brain-
pictures by which t' t w!hich is con-
tradictory is explaineu or brought into
its true succession. We ail know
how comparatively easy it is for us to
entertain contradictory beliefs, and
how we do not even notice this con-
tradiction until we come to compare
our ideas, which we do not ail of us
try to do. But something of a phil-
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osophy we all of us attain to as the
natural result of our sense-impres-
sions. As we rise to general concep-
tions, we bring this philosophy to
bear upon them, and we are apt to
answer very difficult, even unanswer-
able questions, in a way which at
once measures our knowledge and
tries our judgment. Even when our
philosophy gets damaged by facts we
go about with it and wear it in some
fashion, still preferring the old cover
to the exertion of getting a sounder
one from new sense impressions and
a sounder correlation of ideas. But
our philosophy or mental condition
toivards the rest of the world is of
vital importance, since from it we
derive much of our happiness. A
life is often wearily spent in struggling
to face even very ordinary mental
difficulties, in the endeavor to recon-
cile our experiences with our derived
ideas.

What is needed, then, is some
more accurate comprehension of
what we are and to what things are
tending, and to get at this we must
lay under contribution all the possible
sources of knowledge. From a con-
scientious application to the evidence
of our senses, we may come to some
certainty of what things are and have
been, and from a careful study of
literature, we may find out the direc-
tion of development in human affairs.
The result of both these lines of in-
vestigation to the student is a culture
as high as the amount of labour he
bas expended, and a happiness as
complete as his mental development
is equal sided. In any event this
culture will be foind to confer upon
its possessor imnurity from many of
the sorrows of this life.

But obviously, this total happiness
depends on the correctness of this,
his philosophy upon which it rests.
A picture on the brain, received how
it may be, if partial only, is never-
theless lasting, and lias its effect in

deciding the mental tone. And from
these incomplete pictures we arrive
at false or incomplete conceptions.
In this way the persistence of ideas
may be explained by the persistence
of the physical impress on the brain,
and the mental laboar requisite to alter
or erase such a partial and misleading
picture is always great. Great in any
event, it becomes too heavy a task
for many of us when the pictures
have, most of thern, taken this turn.
We are then committed to a wrong
view of life, and must suffer the con-
sequences. We must share in this
event the average happiness which
the defective philosophy to which the
pictures lead us ensures. And the
way in which pleasure and pain gen-
erally arise is the same as the way
in which they come to the sense-
organs and the neives. Pain arises
in the body when any sensitive por-
tion is torn or interfered with, and
again, where the wearing of the tis-
sues is greater than the supply from
the blood of the waste, as in being
tired, or hungry, or thirsty. Pleasure
arises from as vigorous an action of
the organs of the body as can be
maintained, without expending more
force than is supplied to the tissues
and nerves from the blood. And
exactly in the same way, by wear and
tear, we find our senses affected. So
that the conclusion is inevitable that
the injury we inflict on the total
organism, from undue exercise .f the
senses, is as pernicious to its proper
development as excessive muscular
work would be. The intellect, a
distinguished from the emotions, is
that part of the mind which discrim-
inates and appreciates differences,
but this fails us, too, after severe
studies. A hard example in Arith-
metic, for instance, and a difficult
feat in gymnastics, present similar
demands on the systern; and at a
certain age, indeed, the amount of
vital repair necessitated by the first
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may be greater than that demanded
by the second.

A work of immense labour it is to
unravel the network of complex
thought which surrounds us to-day,
and determine the origin of the sep-
arate threads. Such a labour is com-
parable to that of the biologist, who,
through a succession of different but
allied species of animals, traces the
origin and modificaticns of a bone or
muscle. But so much exists upon
this subject already, that I have ven-
tured to give the material points of
our mental progress, which may pos-
sibly assist us in our conceptions of
the successive stages through which
the mind of man lias already passed.
At the outset we cannot too strongly
insist upon the comparative value of
such terms as " civilization." Our
general tendency is to give a fixed
value to such words, measuring them
by our own standard, and to this un-
conscious action, which has a wide
application, and from which nothing
but culture will free us, deeper think-
ers have given the name anthropo-
morphic. In this instance, since our
civilization is constantly changing, we
can only consider ourselves as stand-
ing on a plane of comparative excel-
lence, while a comparison of our own
with the civilization of the Chinese,
Hindoos and Japanese, shows us that
in some few points, it may be, we
have a lesson to learn ; while in
others, as in the character. of crim-
inal punishments, these nationalities
occupy ground that we have aban-
doned centuries ago. The motor of
civilization must alwa) s consist in an
improvement of the machinery for
the exchange of thought. This fol-
lows from our conception that our
intelligence results fiom our sense-
impressions on the brain, and that we
understand by education the process
of acquiring these brain-pictures.
Clearly, the acquirement of articulate
speech marked the first advance in

human communities in mental evolu-
tion. It does not appear that we
know how articn'ate speech came to
us, although we may hope that in the
disintegration of vocal sounds by
somesuch inventionas the phonograph,
a reasonable theory of its successive
steps may be brought out. The first
marked advance upon the formation
of language lay in the discovery of
the characters of nriting which we
cail plionetic, the steps to which were
marked by the use of different grades
of object signs. Through the inven-
tion of writing, a man's experience
in this world was not lost when Death
struck him dumb. For the earliest
writings we have retained a special
reverence which lasts until to-day,
and has not been dissipated by ex-
tended familiarity with the process.
The next step lay in the invention of
printing-always following the same
line of advance which mental devel-
opment had marked out from the
first, the growth of the mind toward
receiving more and more perfect
brain-pictures of external things, and
the effort to assist this growth through
the dissemination of ideas. Before
the invention of printing, an important
part of the process of education was
limited to the few, because these
alone possessed the art of writing,
and the means to secure collections
of manuscript of different kinds.
Hence the difference between ancient
and modern civilization lits chitfly
in this, that in the former the masses
could be improved from outside of
themselves by the orator. The print-
ing press, at a later time, enabled the
people to take the orator home with
them, and review at any tine his
messages. In ancient times writing
requirý d to be read, and the stated
re-reading came to be a custom in
public before the action graced the
hearth at home. So we may consider
the advance of mental intelligence
to be marked by these three great
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inventions: speech, writing and print-
ing, while in our own day the spreading
and perfection of our intelligence has
been aided by the kindred inventions
of the telegraph and telephone.
Civilization thus appears as the con-
sequence of the dissemination of ex-
periences among mankind.

Those who have brought together
the story of the ancient civilization
of Greece have agreed vith u'nanim-
ity that the separation between the
mass of the people and the intellect-
ual portion became at length insur-
mountable, and finally led to national
destruction. This makes for our own
view, that it was to a defect or incom*
pleteness in the machinery for the
dissemination of knowledge that we
must ascribe the dying out of the
oldbr States. An intellectual aristoc-
racy was established in Greece, which,
in order to maintain its superior posi-
tion, and from natural and selfish
motives, endeavored to prevent the
spreading of new facts, but it was
assisted in this action by the limita-
tion which an ignorance of the art
of mechanically duplicating writing
threw around it. Philosophers have
explained the fall of Greece by con-
sidering it as a necessary step in the
progress of humanity and the perfec-
tion of a future bloom of knowledge.
And so in one sense it may be, but
still, exactly where the defect lay and
where there is a positive advantage
in the conditions of modern civiliza-
tion, and wherein modern civilization
more adequately protects the State,
has sometimes escaped them. To
understand this fully we must come
back to natural history, to anthropo-
logy, at last. A large class of per-
sons with a certain bias persistently
decry oar modern civilization, and

'look for its more or less speedy evan-
ishment, merely because Rome per-
ished and Greece decayed.

But nowhere in nature is there
exact repetition, and to understand

the new civilization ve must remem-
ber that it rests on a larger average
intelligence, brought directly about
by the discovery of the art of print-
ing. There is then a distinct reason,
a scientific ground, for the opinion
that our present civilization rests up-
on a surer basis than did those which
preceded it, and this we may safely
bring forward in the cause of truth.
For science is in danger always of
being regarded as the enemy of the
State, because it tends constantly to
modify existing ideas. But if we can
show the necessity for a constant
modification of our ideas, arising out
of our own constitution, then it may
be seen to be unreasonable to defame
those who follow the search for truth.
And it being undoubtedly true, as
Locke says, that of all the men we
meet with, nine out of ten are what
they are, good or evil, useful or not,
by their education, we can see how
wide reaching the effect of our im-
proved basis of civilization must be
upon us as a people, and how im-
portant it is to understand the real
direction in which it works.

But, indeed, the position I have
tried to sustain in this paper lies
outside of any criticism of modern
education. I have tried simply to
show the way in which our modern
civilization has grown up, and its real
superiority over ancient culture. From
this ve may rest assured, that science,

*while it influences, can never be an
enemy of the State; and that the
danger of the State, as well as other
social systems within the State, will
lie in the direction of an opposition
to scientific truth and the right rea-
son of mankind. But it remains for
science to play a distinct part in the
discharge of its full duty to the
community, by popularizing its dis-
coveries. Doing this, it will insure
the stability of the State by increas-

*ing the general information of the
people.
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FIRST PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION.*-II.

BY A. W. GUNDRY, TORONTO.

T HE fundamental principle of Mr.Spencer's theory of Education,
as we have already said, consists in
a special application to that subject
of the general principle of evolution,
which has guided his fruitful investi-
gations and governed his far-reaching
speculations in other and higher fields
of thought. It is, to say the least,
doubtful how far we shall advance the
object which we now have in view, of
bringing his work on Education more
generally into notice among those who
are most concerned in its subject in
this country, by making this avowal at
the outset. We are only too well
aware of the unpleasant, if unreason-
able associations which, even at this
late date,cling in Canada around both
Mr. Spencer's name arid the philo-
sophical hypothesis with which it is
inseparably connected. Into the
merits of such a vast and perilous
question as whether the prejudice
which undoubtedly exists is justified or
unfair, we should not consider this a fit
place for enteringeven had weless lim-
ited space at our conimand. We would
merely suggest that, however strong
the prejudice may be in Canada, it
has been and will be quite powerless
to prevent Mr. Spencer's book exert-
ing a very remarkable influence else-
where; that however much his work
may be neglected here, it is being
rapidly sold and eagerly read at this
moment in England, as it has been in

*" Education : Intellectual, Moral, and
Physical." By Herbert Spencer, New
York: D. Appleton & Co., 1871.

the United States ever since its first
publication there, and as translations
of it have been in most of thecountries
of Europe.t It is to be hoped, there-
fore, that Canadian educators will not
suffer a mere prejudice against a
naine to isolate them from the most
advanced of their fellow-workers in
other quarters of the globe, or to debar
themfromparticipation in the results of
perhaps the most profound thcught,
and the most philosophical treatnent,
which have been brought to bear on the
subject of education for many years.

Having in our last paper outlined
the first chapter of Mr. Spencer's
work, in which he demonstrates that
the knowledge of most worth is
Science, we will now resume our sum-
mary at the second chapter, which
deals with Intellectual Education.

Mr. Spencer considers that the com-
mon characteristic of all the most prom-
inent improvements in education
during the last fifty years, is ail in-
creasing conformity to the methods
of nature. " We are on the highway,"
he thinks', "towards the doctrine long
ago enunciated byPestalozzi, thatalike
in its order and its methods, educa-
tion must conform to the natural pro-
cess of mental evolution; that there is
a certain sequence in which the facul-
ties spontaneously develop, and a
certain kind of knowledge which each

t The London Acadeny, of Dec. 28th, says
that within a couple of months almost all the
copies of the cheap edition recently published
In England have been sold off, and that a
fresh issue is contemplated.
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requires during its development; and
that it is for us to ascertain this se-
quence, and supply this knowledge.
. . . . In education ve are finding
that success is to be achieved only by
rendering our measures subservient
to that spontaneous unfolding which all
minds go through in their progress
to maturity." This principle has
never, indeed, been totally ignored;
for, without some regard to it, edu-
cation would be an impossibility.
But it has been recogniz, d as a vague
generality only, and never acted upon
strictly and in detail, as it must be
before we can appreciate the full value
of its guidance.

The undeniable fact that the Pesta-
lozzian system, althoiglh based on this
principle, lias not fulfilled the promise
whicl it gave at first, must not be
considered to reflect discredit on the
principle itself. It is to be accounted
for to some extent by the dearth of
teachers really up to the level of the
heterogeneous requirements of so com-
plex a scheme. But the main cause
of its comparative failure is found
in the conideration that Pestalozzi,
while right in his fundamental ideas,
was not right in all the applications
he made of them, nor in all the pl ins
he deduced from them. Indeed, it 's
obvious that no method of education,
harmonizing with the process of mental
evolution, can be fully successful until
we have a far more intimate know-
ledge than we even now possess of
the facts going to make up that pro-
cess. But notwithstanding that we
must wait for the establishment of a
rational psychology before we can
hope for perfec ion in any method
which is based on psychology; ) et we
may " with the aid of certain guiding
pinc:iples . . . . make empirical
approximations towards a perfect
scheine." Our author proceeds to
specify these principles, and we will
briefly indicate them, as far as possi-
ble in his own words.

i. In education we shonld pro-
ceed from the simple to the com-
plex; a truth not altogether disre-
garded, but still not acted upon pro-
fessedly or consistently. " The mind
grovs. Like ail things that grow it
progresses froni the homogeneous to
the heterogeneous; and a normal
training system being an objective
counterpart of this subjective pro-
cess, must exhibit the like progres-
sion." Not only in the details, but
also in the ensemble of education,
should we observe this principle ;
" our teaching should begin with but
few subjects at once, and successive-
ly adding to these, should finally
carry on ail subjects abreast."

2. " Our lessons ought to start
from the concrete and end in the
abstract,"-a repetition of the fore-
going in a form made necessary by
a general misuniderstanding of what
is truly simple, and what complex.
Generalizations of groups of details
simplify the conceptions of those
who are familiar wlh le details;
but to minds unacquainted with these,
such generalizations are not simple,
but extremely complex. Yet, by a
confusion of two kinds of simplifica-
tions teachers commonly make the
mistake of forcing such general for-
mulas upon the minds of childrçn in
the first instance, before familiarizing
them, one by one, with the truths em-
bodied therein. They forget that
- only after nany of these single
truths have been acquired does the
generalization ease the memory and
help the reason-and that to the child
not possessing these single truths it
is necessarily a mystery." Properly,
" the mind should be introduced to
principles through the medium of
examples, and so should be led froin
the particular to the general-from
the concrete to the abstract."

3. " The education of the child
must accord both in mode and
arrangement with the education of
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mankind as considered historically;
or in other words, the genesis of
knowledge in the individual must
follow the same course as the genesis
of knowledge in the race." For it
follows from the laws of heredity, as
illustrated by the transmission of both
individual and national traits from
ancestors to descendants, that " if
there be an order in which the human
race has mastered its various kinds
of knovledge, there will arise in every
child an aptitude to acquire these
kinds of knowledge in the same
order." While it would, therefore,
assist the unfolding of the individual
mind to follow this order in our
tuition, even were it intrinsically in-
different, we find that it is not intrin-
sically indifferent. 'The historical
sequence bas been, speaking broad-
ly, a necessary one, imposed on the
race by the relationship between mind
and phenomena; and each child's
mind standing "in this same rela.
tionship to phenomena," knowledge
of them '' can be accessible to it only
through the same route" as it bas
been to the race. " Hence in de-
ciding upon the right method of
education, an inquiry into the me-
thod of civilization wili help to guide
US."

4. We are led by such an enquiry
to this conclusion, among others :
that "in each branch of instruction
we should proceed from the empirical
to the rational." As the race bas
observed facts bèefore reasoning from
them, so in educating the individual
mind, every study "should have a
purely experimental introduction ;
and only after an ample fund of
observations bas been accumulated,
should reasoning begin. As illustra-
tive applications of this rule," Mr.
Spencer cites " the modern course of
placing grammar, not before language,
but after if; or the ordinary custom
of prefacing perspective by practical
drawing."

5. As humanity has advanced sole-
ly by self-instruction, it is a " second
corollary from the foregoing general
principle, and one which cannot be too
strenuously insisted upon, . . . that
in education the process of self-
development should be encouraged
to the fullest extent. Children should
be led to make their own investiga-
tions, and to draw their own infer-
ences. They should be to/d as little
as possible, and induced to discover
as much as possible." Whoever has
observed the independent activity of
a child's mind, on matters within the
range of its faculties, will admit
that those faculties, " if brought to
bear systematically upon any studies
within the saine range, would readily
master them without help. This
need for perpetual telling is the result
of our stupidity, not of the child's.
We drag it away from the facts in
which it is interested, and which it
is actively assimilating of itself ; we
put before it facts far too com-
plex for it to understand, and there-
fore distasteful to it . . by thus de-
nying the knowledge it craves, and
cramming it with knowledge it can-
not digest, we produce a morbid state
of its faculties, and a consequent
disgust for knowledge in general."
Whereupon, laving smothered the
independent power of thought, we,
forsooth, smile at the idea of en-
couraging self-development in a child
as absurdly Utopian !

6. "As a final test by vhich to
judge any plian of culture, should
come the question,-Does it create a
pleasurable excitement in the pupils ?
. . . for a child's intellectual instincts
are more trustworthy than our reason-
ings. In respect to the knowing
faculties, we may confidently trust
in the general law, that under normal
conditions, healthful action is pleas-
urable, while action which gives pain
is not healthful. . . . Experience is
daily shewing with greater clearness
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that there is always a method to be
found productive of interest-even of
delight; and it ever turns out that
this is the method proved by all
other tests to be the right one."

With the view of exemplifying the
application of the foregoing general
principles, as well as of making some
specific suggestions, Mr. Spencer
now passes from the theory of educa-
tion to notice some points in its
practice. He considers that educa-
tion of some kind should begin from
the very cradle, and indicates the
course which conformity to a true
psychology would dictate in this re-
spect. The earliest impressions the
mind is capable of assimilating being
such primary sensations as those of
light, sound, resistance, etc., and
markedly contrasted impressions
being the first to be distinguished,-
objects and sounds selected with a
view to faniliarizing the infant with
these properties in their various de-
grees, should be supplied to it in
proper order. As the faculties un-
fold, this rudimentary culture of the
senses ivill naturally merge into ob-
ject-lessons. The true theory of such
lessons, disregard of which accounts
for their frequently unsatisfactory
results, is based on the principle of
encouraging and guiding indebendent
observation. The child should not
be s/ewni and told the properties and
qualities of the various objects until
it has exhausted all its own powers of
observation in discovering what it
can concerning them for itself. Nor
should object-lessons be confined to
the early age, or to the narrow range
of things at present regarded as suf-
ficient. They -;hould include the ob-
jects of the sea-shore, the fields and
the lanes ; and should be continued
in gradually increasing complexity,
until they at last "merge into the
investigations of the naturalist and
the man of science." Mr. Spencer
further illustrates the practical appli-

cation of his educational "first prin
ciples," by sketching the outlines of
rational methods of teaching drawing
and geometry, to which our space
will allow of no further allusion. The
chapter on Intellectual Education
concludes with a reiteration of the
two general principles, "alike the
most important and the ieast attended
to," that "the process shall be one
of self-instruction ; and the obverse
principle, that the mental action in-
duced by this process shall be
throughout intrinsically grateful." In
support of the first we have the con-
sideration that knowledge acquired
by the exercise of one's own powers,
is assimilated with a readiness, re-
tained with a vividness and perma-
nence, and organized and " turned
into faculty," with a rapidity as in-
conceivable as impossible to the pas-
sive victim of instruction. Self-help,
again, developes the moral qualities
of "courage in attacking difficulties,
patient concentration of the atten-
tion, perseverance through failures.
. . . characteristics which after-life
specially requires." The correlative
principle, "that the method of cul-
ture pursued shall be one productive
of an intrinsically happy activity,"
even did it not serve to guide us in
the effort to conform to the normal
process of evolution, as before ex-
plained,-and even if youthful hap-
piness were not in itself a desirable
aim,-should yet receive practical
recognition on othergrounds. Know-
ledge acquired pleasurably and with
interest, is fixed more firmly in the
memory than that which is regarded
with distaste or indifference. The
moral consequences of the habitual
attitude of mind towards the daily
work, are also of great importance.
The character is elevated and invig-
orated by a happy interest in it ;
while listlessness, apathy, and lack of
self-confidence, must inevitably fol-
low if the routine of study is uncon-
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genial. Moreover, the influence of
the teacher over his pupil, and the
pleasantness of the relationship be-
tween them, which forms its firmest
basis, depend altogether on whether
the former is associated in the mind
of the latter with daily gratification and
delight, or vith daily trouble and dis-
gust. Finally, if education be made
a process of self-instruction, so ad-
justed to the healthy evolution of the
mind as to result in a pleasurable
activity of the expanding faculties,
the tendency of the student will be
to continue such self-culture when
released from superintendence ; a
freedom he will as certainly avail
himself of to abandon the pursuit
of knowledge if a false system have
associated it in his mind vith irk-
some constraint and distasteful ex-
ertion.

With the succeeding chapter, on
Moral Education, we must deal very
briefly. The main principle which it
lays down is based upon that tleory
of moral discipline which is the dis-
cipline of Nature; and in which
punishment is not an infliction of arti-
ficial penalties disconnected from the
offence, but simply its inevitable
consequence,-the reaction of organ-
ic lav upon its trangressor. This
impartial and unimpassioned disci-
pline of natural penalties, is that of
which Mr. Spencer urges the adoption
in education; not loosely, intermit-
tently, and as a theoretical generality;
but closely, consistently, and in prac-
tical details. Among the superiorities
which he considers it to possess over
the common practice of artificial
punishment, may be noted the fol-
lowing :-

i. Under this discipline, right con-
ceptions of cause and effect are
formed. Proper conduct will be
best assured when the good and evil
consequences of actions are learnt
by actual experience, instead of being
taken on authority. If, during youth,

6

parental or tutorial displeasure has
been habitually associated in the
mind with wrong-doing, as its
effect, when this displeasure is no
longer feared, the restraint it artifici-
ally imposed is, in great measure,
removed. The self-constraint wliich
an experience of the natural and
essential effects of trangression would
have produced, is lacking; and, if
learnt at all, nust nov be attained to
after a far severer buffetting from ex-
perience than would have been ne-
cessary had the true system been
adopted from the first. It is fromi
this point of view that we are enabled
both to explain and to prevent that
" soving of wild oats," which so often
follows a young man's release from
parental control; and to understand
how it is that the wildest of them are
often sown by sons who have at home
and at school undergone the strictest
forms of the artificial discipline.

2. "Another great advantage of
this natural system of discipline is,
that it is a system of pure justice;
and will be recognized by every child
as such. Whoso suffers nothing more
than the evil which obviously follows
naturally from his own misbehaviour,
is mach less likely to think himself
wrongly treated than if he suffers an
evil artificially inflicted on him; and
this will be true of children as
of men." If a boy who has tora his
clothes, be whipped and sent to bed,
he will probably regard himself as a
much injured mortal, and a spirit of
angry rebellion, rather than of repent-
ance, wili be the result. But if he be
simply required to mend the tear as
best he can, or else to wear the in-
jured garment amid the derision of
his playmates until he does so; he
caainot fail to see that he is suffering
the natural consequences of his own
carelessness, neither more nor less.
He has no grievance to bemoan ; his
punishment may strike him as terri-
bly hard; but he cannot persuade
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himself that it is any thing but
just.

3. " Recognizing the justice of the
penalties, and receiving those penal-
tics through the working of things,
rather than at the hands of an indi-
vidual," the child's " temper will be
less disturbed; while the parent oc-
cupying the comparatively passive
position of taking care that the natu-
ral penalties are felt, will preserve a
comparative equanimity. AndFourth,
That mutual exasperation being thus
in great measure prevented, a muci
happier, and a more influential state
of feeling, will exist between parent
and child."

The full exposition of this principle
and its corollaries, their application
to the graver class of offences, and
the chief maxims and rules deducible
from them, the reader must seek in
Mr. Spencer's work itself. He will
findin it, brief as it is, a wealth of
wise suggestion and of striking illus-
tration ; a deep insight into the
psychological and philosophical as-
pects of the whole question, accom-
panied by a close and wide-spreading
intimacy with its most minute practi-
cal details. Here as elsewlhere are
exemplified the marvellous range of
Mr. Spencer's knowledge, and the
broad sweep of his keen thought,
which at one moment pierces to the
root of the deepest secrets of our
being, and at the next is occupied in
demonstrating the folly of denying a
child an adequate supply of sugar-
plums. How far this is from being
mere desultory restlessness, those
will know who have learnt from him
to regard all things as interwoven and

interacting, under the control and in
the fulfilment of one great law.

The concluding chapter, on Physi-
cal Education, we are reluctantly
compelled to leave unnoticed for the
present ; beyond remarking that it
enforces recognition of the truth that
" the first requisite to success in life,
is to be a good animal; " urges that,
vith this aim in view, we must " con-

form the regimen of the nursery and
the school to the established truths
of modern science ;" and shows the
bearing of the fundamental principles
of the Science of Life upon the
physical training of childhood and
youth.

We trust that there is no necessity
for pointing out that the limits of our
space, and the wide scope of the
work which forms our subject, have
necessitated the presentation of its
views in the baldest outline; and that
it would be obviously unfair to judge
of their force, or to pr:nounce upon
their merits, with or y this rough
sketch in the mind. Our object has
been rather to arouse interest than
to satisfy it; and to press this book
upon the attention of all Canadian
educators, as yet unacquainted with
it, who have a high conception of
the duties, as well as of the dignity
and importance, of their vocation.
In summarizing the more prominent
of its general conclusions with this
end in view, we have supposed
throughout that any reader who
might feel disposed to dispute or
resent them, would also be sufficient-
ly interested, or sufficiently cautious,
to consult the book itself for the
reasonings on which they are based.
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I F it be taken for granted thatNatural Science is a proper sub-
ject for treatment in the Public School
course, the question immediately pre-
sents itself, as to the best method by
means of which the necessary infor-
mation may be imparted to the pupil,
simultaneously vith the carrying on
of the educating process. With ref-
erence to this point, scientists and
educators, almost without exception,
occupy common ground, declaring
it their opinion that time devoted
merely to the memorizing of bald,
text-book technicalities, and viva voce
explanations, even when assisted with
elaborate diagrams, is little better
than frittered away. To this may be
added the scarcely less important
argument, that the almost inevitable
tendency of such a plan is to disgust
young people with the study to so
great an extent, that very few of thern
will think of devoting even the small-
est portion of their time to the con-
sideration of biological topics, after
the business portion of life has been
fully entered upon.

What the spirit of the age demands
in this, as in some other fields, is
close, direct, personal observation
and manipulation. For us, of to-day,
it is not enough that this, that, or the
other great man, be he saint, seer or
scholar, has said so-and-so. What
any or all of theni have bequeathed
to us for our edification may be all
right, but it may not be. The Genius
of Inquiry, with his crooked wand,
directs the movements of the explorer

in every path of knowledge. An
individual ibsi dixit no longer de-
mands a general amen. The mantle
of inspiration lias been dropped, and
has fallen-nowhere, or everywhere.

In no department of knowledge,
during recent years, has the influence
of persistent, original investigation
been more powerfully felt than in
Natural Science, and most assuredly,
in none other lias so much been
done to prove that two and two make
four, outside the pc.Je of Mathematics.
Despite all that has been effected
in the way indicated, ten thousand
times more remains to be accom-
plished. " The harvest indeed is
ripe, but the laborers are few." Shall
Ontario, with its much vaunted sys-
tem of education, do nothing to aid
the movement ? How long will
school examination speech - makers
continue to set up the pulpit, the bar
and the legislature, as the great at-
tainable goals of manhood ? Do
teachers themselves propose to stand
by admiring silently the efforts of
workers in the field of Nature, with-
out offering to lend a hand?

To teach Natural Science profita-
bly, as has already been hinted, actual
specimens are a prime necessity.
This, however, need frighten no one.
Hundreds of valuable and interesting
objects are procurable within a few
minutes walk of nearly every school-
room-certainly every rural one-in
the Province, and, for the benefit of
any who may feel disposed to do even
a little towards unlocking Nature's

School Mu11scumls.
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secrets, it is proposed in what follows
to throw out a few suggestions to en-
courage experiment in the formation
of School Museums.

The teacher is, of course, supposed
to be in possession of some know-
ledge, in advance of his class-not
necessarily very much, but enough to
enable himi to speak authoritatively.
To bc in this position, he should have
for reference, as well as for study,
works bearing on the subjects pro-
posed to be taken up, from as nearly
a local point of view as possible.
For general peruisal books on every
departnent of Natural Science may
be had anywhere, but to make "talks"
interesting to young people the
teacher should be able to speak
about things round home. Cata-
logues of Canadian plants have been
published by Dr. Ross, of Toronto,
and Prof. Macoun, of Belleville ; the
former gentleman has also issued a
list of our trees. All these contain
both common and technical names,
and would prove serviceable in nam-
ing specimens for an herbarium.
Mrs. Traill's" Wild flowersof Canada,"
would serve as a beautiful, though
incomplete, adjunct to any one taking
up Botany. Ross' "Birds of Canada"
is a cheap hand-book, and gives short
descriptions of our common birds,
their nests and eggs. A more exten-
sive work is Samuel's "Birds of New
England," and quite suitable for this
Province as a whole. In Entomology,
the student should consult Ross'
" Canadian Butterflies ;" back num-
bers of the Canadian Entomological
Society's Reports,and the "Entomolo-
gist," published in London, Ontario,
under the editorial management of
Mr. W. Saunders. Sir William Logan's
"Geology of Canada" is indispensable
to those who propose examining the
rocks, minerals and fossils of the coun-
try. Should fossils only be the object
of study, Nicholson's "Palæontology
of Ontario" will be found invaluable.

Having decided upon a study, no
difliculty will be found in enlisting the
co.operation of the young people in
procuring specimens. Let it be dis-
tinctly understood that the choice
specimens are to be preserved ; that
if the trustees fuinisli a few cases
they will become the property of
the school, and that every object con-
sidered worthy of a piace in the cabi-
net will be labelled with the naine of
the finder. In the event of the
teacher supplying case-room the col-
lection, of course, should become his
property. lu country schools, there
is no reason vhy a complete set of
plants, illustrative of the local flora,
should not be found in every section,
and it would be somewhat diflicult to
suggest anything likely to be more
interesting, instructive, or truly useful
to the sons and daughters of farmers,
than a pretty fair knowledge of Botany.
Snakes, lizards, frogs, toads, &c., in
spirits, should be represented. So
far as birds are concerned, it should
be borne in mind that a licence is
required to enable any one to possess,
legally, most of our feathered friends,
or their nests and eggs. A sharp
lookout should be kept for any relics
that may turn up, in the shape of stone
weapons, or pottery of the aborigines.

In some respects, villages and
towns are at a disadvantage com-
pared with rural sections in making
collections, but on the whole they
are more favourably situated. A short
walk from any school-house in On-
tario, outside the cities, will carry one
into the country. Not only should
the assistance of the pupils in towns
be secured, but much may be gathered
from the surrounding farms, that is,
on the supposition that specimens
are not in demand at the rural schools,
and it is not likely this will often be
the case. Circulars at a trifling cost
may be freely made use of in the
neighbourhood, stating the kind of
objects required, and asking for con-
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tributions. Many farmers and tleir
families inay by this means be made
active co-workers: whcre the plan
has been tried large nunbers of desir-
able speciniens have been presented
by themn. In asking for aid froni the
surrounding country, it would bc well
to let it be clearly understood that,
should the collection ever assume
the ambitions character and import-
ance of a Museum, admission would
be free to all, and that visits froni
country teachers and pupils would
be especially encouraged. By-and-by,
if the interest is kept up, numerous
duplicates of specimens might be
collected, and then a system of
exchange be resorted to with more
pretentious establishments, many of
which ivould gladly give away other-
wise unprocurable objects, to get pos-
session of what, in the village or town
collection at home, may be of little
or no value.

In carrying out a scheme of this
kind, if gone into at all extensively,
some expense must necessarily be en-
tailed, but it is really surprising how
much may be donc at a trifling cost.
With proper management, in the
midst of an appreciative community,
and with an intelligent Board of
Trustees, one hundred dollars per
annum will maintain the collection
in a flourishing condition, most of the
money going for the supply of cases,
payment of freight, postage, and ex-
press charges.

To any teacher undertaking such
an enterprise-for it is nothing short
of that-no remuneration, pecuniar-
ily, need be looked for. It must be
" a labour of love." Even where the
people possess more than average
good sense there is a disposition to
regard the teacher as quite well
enough, if not too well, paid for all
he may do. His only reward must be
the interest he succeeds in awakening
amongst his "disciples." His pleasure
must consist in having led them to

enquire for thcmselves-to take no-
thing.for granted which it is possible
to prove. He must remain satisfied
with having-and lie should not be
satisfied till lie has-led therm to exer-
cise their powers of observation, to
form opinions for thcmsclvcs, to ap-
ply analysis in investigation, to gener-
alize their disconnectcd views, and to
pursue truth vith unfaltering foot-
steps, even at the hazard of having
to retrace many a ycars' travel, it may
be, in a wrong direction.

Science and Civilization arc almost
synonymous terms : they arc, at any
rate, co.relative. The first attempt
of the savage to make himself a
weapon, or to produce fire, are but
the dawnings of what may eventualily
becomne the highest condition of cul-
ture. To aid in the furtherance of
scientific pursuits should be the pride
of every educator, and it is quite ii-
possible to do this, so far as Natural
Science is concerned, more advanta-
geously than by presenting for study
and examination the innumerable
objects that lie around us in such
profusion.

Perhaps the greatest drawback to
any attempt in making a collection,
will arise from that sense of imper-
manence that characterizes the posi-
tion of so many teachers. Few will
feel disposed to devote time and labour
towards a project the accomplis-
ment of which requires years for
anything like fulfilment. The only
way to overcome this diftlculty, in
places where the people desire to
possess a Museum, is for the trustees
of the school to take the matter in
hand allowing successive teachers a
small sum for labour and attend-
ance. Just here a very pertinent
query suggests itself. If a corpora-
tion, at considerable expense, main-
tains such a collection, to prove not
only valuable as a school adjunct,
but to be attractive to visitors, both
from the town itself and from a dis-
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tancc, why should not the Legislaturc
aid the undcrtaking with its huidrcd
pcr cent. grant, as is donc in ti casc
of librarics ? Railways, colonization
roads, and schemes of drainagc, arc
vcry wcll in thcir way, and no onc
grutlges a reasonable expcnditure
upon works of the kind, but surcly it
would not be asking too much, wcrc

wc to rcquest from our law-makers at
least thc saine encouragement towards
the formation of local Muscums as is
now cxtcndcd to tic aggregation of the
often antiquated books of iravel and
other utninspiring literature, which
find thcir way into our school libra-
rics, and which so frcqucntly fail in
attracting the interest of the young.

TRAINING AND TRAINING INSTITUTIONS.

DY J. H. SMITi, INSPECTOR OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS, ANCAhTER.

S KILLED laboi in every depart-
mient of miechanical industry is

absolutely necessary in order that
success may be attained, and though
improved machinery be used, yet the
hand of the skilled artizan is required,
so that the work turned out may meet
the requirements of the age, both in
regard to quality and usefulness.
Manufacturers who are desirous of
keeping abreast of the times avail
themselves of every improvement,
whether it be in machinery or in the
employment of competent workmen.
No business man would for a moment
think of putting an incompetent per-
son in charge of one of the most
important departments of his work,
nor would he long be successful when
in competition with others in the
same trade, if he were to use inferior
machinery. If then these wise pre-
cautions are necessary, in order to
provide for the material wants of the
community and for success in busi-
ness, how much greater is the neces-
sity for providing the best and most
approved machinery as well as the
most .cunning and skilful workmen,
when the moral and intellectual cul-

turc of the people is the great work
to be accomplished.

Under the existing law and regula-
tions no pcrson can become a legally
qualified teacher without recciving
more or less training in regard to
school management, as well as in-
struction in improved methods of
teaching. This provision has been
but recently introduced, and the re-
sults so far have been mos. gratifying,
but much yct reniains to be donc be-
fore this department of our work will
meet with that hearty approval from
the public which its importance de-
mands. It is evident, however, that
at the present time our schools are
supplied with a staff of teachers who
have received either by experience in
teaching or by attendance at some
training institution, a certain amount
of preparation for their work. Be-
lieving as we do, that trained teachers
are a necessary complement to our
educational system, and that the
surest way to secure good schools is
to provide a staff of thoroughly
trained and efficient teachers, we pur-
pose briefly discussing the subject of
Training and Training Institutions.



13y the word /iingi VC mean
bringing up, disciplining, or in othcr
words doing. Soldicrs arc trained to
act togethcr in large numbcrs, appren-
tices arc traincd in the various handi-
crafts, and animals are traincd to per-
form a varicty of tricks. Thcse re-
sults, and thcy arc somctimes wonder-
fui, arc accomplishcd by the frequent
repatition of the sanie act under the
cyc of a competent instructor. So
can the rnd be trained to acquire
and impart knowledge. Solomon
tclls us to " train up a child in the
vay he should go, and wien he is old

lie will not depart from'it." Train-
ing then scms to be essential, whether
it bc rcccived in the school-roon or
by actual experience in life. In fact
we have to reccive it whethcr wcwish it
or not, and the question is simply
shall it be donc systcmatically and
under the direction of propcrly quali-
ficd persons, or haphazard as in our
intercourse with the world. Now if
we should chance to visit a garden in
the spring time, in ail probability we
should find the gardener at work
among his vines or bushes. Watch
how carefully lie tills the soil around
them, how he enriches it with suitable
manure, and if necessary how he
waters it, thus causing a luxuriant
growth. When this growth bas fairly
commenced and young branches be-
gin to shoot forth, how careful lie is
to prune out such as are not neces-
sary for his purpose, and to fasten up
such as will produce rich fruit, and
grow into beautiful and symmetrical
forms. Thus it is in the education of
the young : certain habits are formed
in childhood which if allowed to grow
unrestrained, .would mar the whole
life. These need to be pruned out,
while others that beautify and adorn
require to be strengthened and sup-
ported. Instruction enriches the
mind by furnishing it with knowledge,
trainit , enables the mind to use this
knowledge for the purposes of life,

whilc education, the end aincd at, e-
ing a life long process, is ncvcr fully
accoimplished. Training when prop-
erly donc, nurtures, dcvclopcs, and
strcngthens ail the powcrs of the
mind and body and imites them into
one harnionious wholc, so that wlcn
maturity arrivas these young people
arc capable of acting, thinking and
doing for theniselves.

That there arc erroncous vicws and
wrong conceptions among teachers in
regard to education and the nicans
used in obtaining it, cvery one who
lias been connected with our High
and Public Schools for any Icngth of
time must acknowledge. Many per-
sons who hold the responsible position
of teacher and who regard thenselves
as teachers ta- excc/cn cc, scen to
have no highcr ambition than to hear
a stated number of lessons daily, or
go over a particular portion of sonie
text-book in a humdruni sort of man-
ner, without any special reference to
the intellectual culture of the pupils
under their charge. Doubtless these
lesson-hcarers,-for they are unworthy
the name of teacher,-whch this work
is donc, work which they look upon as
a kind of drudgery for which they are
but poorly paid, feel that they have
accomplished their purpose and dis-
charged their duty in a satisfactory
manner. Such however is not the
case, for they have yet to learn the
first elements of teaching, and the
sooner they set about it or give place
to better men the better for them-
selves and their schools. It is not a
pleasant task to find fault or to
point out the aefects or derelictions
of duty, and yet to remove this stig-
ma from what should be a most hon-
ourable profession, it is necessary to
discuss this matter and lay bare every
defect connected therewith. The
faithful teacher's work is a glorious
one both in its nature and results,
and no teacher should be allowed to
remain in the profession who does

Training anrd Tr-airtingf Iristituttirss.
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not, at least in some degree, properly
appreciate the responsibilities of the
position which he occupies. There
is no higher position than that of a
successful teacher. Not only is it
honourable to those who engage in
it, but it is fraught with interests of
the greatest moment to those who re-
ceive instruction. The future success
of the rising generation, their ability
to cope with difficulties and to act a
manly and honourable part in life,
are to a very great extent dependent
upon their early education. Nay
more, not only their usefulness in the
world but their eternal destiny for
weal or for woe, is influenced to no
small extent by those who have been
their teachers in youth. Early im-
pressions are deeply graven in the
mind, and if these are evil the whole
life is tainted, but if good the future
is bright and a career of prosperity is
opened out for them, not always in a
pecuniary point of view, but in that
higher and nobler sphere where
wealth is a matter of secondary im-
portance. The grave responsibilities
of the position and the important
interests at stake should be carefully
considered before entering the teach-
ing profession, for none but skilful
hands should touch " the chords of
that harp whose vibrations are felt
in eternity."

Nor are these erroneous views lim-
ited to certain members of the teach-
ing profession, they are deeply rooted
in the popular mind. Public opinion
on this point is not what it should
be. Many of the ratepayers who
frequently hold the position of trus-
tee, either in our rural schools or in
our cities and towns, have very nar-
row and selfish views on this subject
if their words and actions are to be
taken as a fair criterion of judgment.
It is equally true, however, that there
are liberal-minded men on many of
our trustee boards who are doing a
noble work for education, but it is

still questionable whether the general
public sentiment is either broad or
liberal in this matter. Judgment is
passed upon the teacher's work not
always upon its merits, whether it be
thorough or not, but upon the num-
ber of pupils that are promoted or
the number of lessons taught daily.
We seem to have entered upon an
era of examinations, and our whole
educational system is apparemlly per-
meated with a kind of mania for
them. Intermediate, entrance, and
promotion examinations, occupy no
inconsiderable amount of the time
of both teachers and pupils, and it is
a matter for serious consideration
whether this part of our work is not
overdone. It is obvious to the most
cursory observer that examinations
when properly used are a powerful
instrumentality in the hands of the
teacher to test the scholarship of his
pupils, and to incite them to greater
exertions. But when these become
the great motive power, and the en-
ergies of teachers are specially de-
voted to the preparation of candi-
dates for passing these examinations,
it is evident that true literary culture
must suffer and our schools be made
mere hotbeds of cramming. Some
years ago the great desideratum in
schools was the advancement of
pupils as rapidly as possible through
the various reading books, and the
person who succeeded in promoting
the largest number into the highest
reading class in the shortest space of
time had his reputation established
as a successful teacher. Very little
regard was paid to the style of read-
ing or to a knowledge of the passage
read. The other subjects of the
programme of studies were either
entirely neglected or at best but
poorly taught, and anything savoring
of literary culture was not thought
of except in a few isolated instances.
The present rage for examinations is
apparently but another phase of this
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same principle. It might be wise to
follow the old maxim and "I make
haste slowly."

To remove these erroneous views
and foster a healthy public opinion
in regard to the great aim of educa-
tion and the true mission of the
teacher is no light task, but this ap-
pears certain, that if only those who
have been trained and who have
proved themselves efficient are al-
loved to teach, these wrong impres-
sions will gradually disappear, and
parents vill better appreciate the la-
bours of those to whom they have
confided the education of their child-
ren. The establishment of County
Model Schools and the return of our
Normal Schools to their legitimate
work of professional training ivill ren-
der material assistance, by giving us
a class of teachers who will be educa-
tors in the truest sense of the word.
It is to these schools that we must
look for the dissemination of liberal
and enlightened views among the
profession, and they will but indiffer-
ently fulfil their mission if this result
be not attained. If their work is
limited to mere instruction in the
mechanical routine of the school-room
or in methods of teaching, however
good and useful these may in them-
selves be, they will not wield an influ-
ence in the community at all commen-
surate with the expense incurred in
supporting them. The idea is rapidly
gaining ground that special prepara-
tion is as necessary for the work of
teaching as it is for tlir of any other
calling or profession, and unless
teachers have a high ideal of what
their schools should be and are im-
bued with a noble spirit in regard to
their work, our school system will
never accomplish the great things
expected of it nor become a power
for good in the land. Our County
Model School system is clearly a step
in the right direction. These schools,
however, might be rendered much

more effective were certain changes
introduced,which the experience of the
past two years has rendered apparent.
Obviously the present sessions are
too short. No Head Master can give
the necessary attention to the teachers-
in-training during the limited time at
his disposal, nor can the teachers-in-
training receive that practical experi-
ence in teaching which is so essential
to their success wlhen placed in charge
of any of our schools. As these
County Model Schools are at present
organized it is necessary to have a
head master and two assistants, each
as a rule having charge of a depart-
ment. The head master has to dis-
charge the duties of principal of the
school, look after the interests of the
pupils under his charge, and withal
instruct the teachers-in-training in the
various subjects prescribed in the reg-
ulations. These duties are neither
light nor trifling, and it seems as
though some branch of the work
must necessarily suffer for want of
proper attention. If these regula-
tions were so modified as to allow
three teachers with two divisions of
pupils, and these pupils so selected
as to have representatives from each
of the four or five classes taught in
our rural schools, the head master
would have greater opportunities to
instruct the teachers-in-training in
methods of teaching and the princi-
ples upon which these methods are
based. Occasionally these pupils
might be so arranged in classes as to
illustrate the method of conducting
an ordinary rural school with one
teacher, and again they might be
graded as in schools with two teach-
ers. These points are essential, for
the great majority of our young
teachers will have to secure their ap-
prenticeship in the country, and if
these schools are not to suffer, some
instruction in the manner of conduct-
ing them is absolutely necessary.
Young teachers not unfrequently lack
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administrative ability, and apparently
do not know how to arrange the work
of the school-room, so that while the
necessary recitations are being con-
ducted the pupils remaining at their
seats may be profitably employed.
If the sessions were lengthened and
these schools organized on a basis so
as to more fully illustrate the best
methods of conducting an ordinary
country school, they would become
more valuable as training institutions
and greatly advance the interests of
education in our rural sections.

Teachers' Associations, strictly
speaking, cannot be considered as
training institutions, though they are
nevertheless valuable auxiliaries.
They are now recognized as a part
of our educational systen and as such
receive pecuniary aid. The inter-
change of thought and the discus-
sions that arise on various topics from
time to time in a well-conducted
association, have a tendency tq en-
large the views of teachers in regard

to their work and awaken greater in-
terest in the cause of education.
Practical subjects while receiving due
prominence should not entirely mo-
nopolize the time of the convention.
Theory as well as practice is required,
for all practice is founded on theory,
and if theoretical subjects are not
discussed, teachers are liable to be-
come imitators instead of active,
zealous and independent workers.
Let the executive committees of these
associations secure the services of a
coipetent man to discuss the princi-
ples of education, the growth and
development of the mind, the disci-
plinary value of different branches of
study, and other topics relating to the
dignity and usefulness of the teacher's
calling. These things are necessary
to arouse in the minds of teachers a
spirit of enthusiasm and a love for
their work, without which the best
laws and the most effective machinery
will prove of little avail in elevating
the tone and standing of our schools.

THE AIMS OF OUR PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM.

BY SAM'L M'ALLISTER, HEAD MASTER, RYERSON SCHooL, TORONTO.

G OLDSMITH'S Citizen of theWorld, amongst the many shrewd
observations he makes on western
civilization says, " Ask an English-
man what nation in the world enjoys
most fre'edom, and he will immedi-
ately answer his own. Ask him in
what that freedom consists, and
he is instantly silent." Lien Chi's
Englishman is but a type of the ma-
jority of men, who, having neither the
time nor the inclination to investi-
gate the soundness of their theoretical
opinions, are content to be guided by
authority or custom in holding them.

Our public school system has been
long enough established to secure
settled opinions as to its merits, and
these are neither silent nor equivocal.
Its excellencies have been proclaimed
from the house-top; they were shown
forth with somewhat of meretricious
splendeur, it is true, at the Centen-
nial Exhibition, in Philadelphia; and
at the late Paris Exhibition, its glories
seem to have dazzled the eyes of
even sober beholders, if we may
judge by the following extract from
the London Globeupon the Canadian
Exhibits: "A high qualification is re-
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quired from the Canadian teacher, who
must be prepared to put in practice
the theories he is ready to expound.
He must have more than a superficial
knowledge of electricity, rnagnetism,
galvanisn, and light, and he must be
able to handle the chemicals and ap-
paratus, and perfortn the ordinary ex-
periments with the metalloids which
are contained in those laboratories
which he can buy of the manufactur-
ing company of Toronto, for £2 8s.,
less than half the sum lie would have
to pay for a similar thing in England
or Europe. Chemistry is considered
the keystone to agriculture, metal-
lurgy, and manufacturing; and as
farming, mining, and manufacturing
constitute the present and future re-
sources of Canada, the laboratories
are extensively used, and in a manner
calculated to create a desire in the
mind of the pupil to go deeper into a
study which promises to be so interest-
ing." SurelywelhaveaBarnum amongst
us, and we knew it not. Now, with-
out doubt, our school system must be
a good one, else we would not find
a matter-of-fact, a frugal and by no
means wealthy people, expend up-
wards of three millions of dollars a
year in the support of public schools.
The people of Ontario are, as a
community, too shrewd and too busi-
ness-like to spend such an enormous
sum as this upon popilar education,
without the fullest assurance that they
receive a fair and honest return for
their money, and, though the ma-
jority of them may be as silent as the
Englishman, in showing its peculiar
merits, they can at all events point to
the character of the material it turns
out as a sufficient return for thé price
they pay.

It may not be out of place to en-
quire what are the aims of a system
so liberally supported, and whose
paraphernalia even, won the com-
mendationsofour United States neigh-
bours who are never very ready to ac-

knowledge superiority .in what does
not belong to ther 'selves.

The first and grea.t aim of our pub-
lic school system is to teach the
children of the country the elements
of knowledge, in reading, writing, and
arithmetic, so well that they nay be
properly fitted to perform the ordin-
ary duties of this nineteenth cen-
tury life with satisfaction to them-
selves, and with benefit to the state.

Reading, which enables us to live
and act with the utmost force of our
nature in the present, and lays open
before us the thoughts and deeds of
the mÎŠty ones of the past, is re-
quired to be so taught that it may
afford not only profit but pleasure in
the daily walks of life,-profit, in con-
tributing to bread-winning; pleasure
in rendering available that perennial
fountain of enjoyment and recreation
of our modern life, the endless pro-
ductions of the printing press; and
both profit and pleasure by training
the human voice to act with the in-
tellect in giving just and full expres-
sion to the printed page, so that those
who hear may grasp the thoughts of
the writer as firmly as lie who reads.
It is required to be taught that it may
become one of the great avenues to
human knowledge, such as Bacon
recognizes it to be in his pithy aph-
orism : Reading maketh a full man.

The aim in teaching writing is, that
lie who runs may read, and that all
who have been a reasonable tirme un-
der school training may be able to
express whatever they wish to say in
fair and legible characters, so that,
when they go into active life, they may
find this acquirement a ready help in
the multifarious concerns of whatever
calling they may adopt, and a con-
venient medium of communicating
thought when the voice is not avail-
able. Of course, it may be made to do
greater service, but these, at least,
our school system expects it to fulfil.

Reading and writing are so intim-
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atdy interwoven with ail the concerns
ofliie, that no systerm of instruction
vould be worthy of a noment's seri-

ous consideration that did not make
theni of the first importance. It was
their demands that caused the inven-
tion of the printing press, and called
into being the post office; and of
what avail would such wonders as
the electric telegraph be without
them?

Our school systen, in requiring
arithmetic to be taught, responds to
another all-pervading want. There
are fev walks in life in which
arithmetical calculations are not need--
ed, and in the vast majority of indus-I
trial lives, readiness and accuracy in
the performance of the simple rules;
are an absolute necessity. It is in-
tended, therefore, that these should
receive the greatest amount of at-
tention and care ; but the simple rules
are not enough for the wants of either
the farmer, the inechanic, or the mer-
chant, and hence facility in operations
that task the reasoning powers is
aimed at. It may be true, as is often
asserted, that much of the work schol-
ars are required to do in connection
with this subject is of no practical
value, and many of the questions sub-
mitted for solution are as far from the
demands of actual life as some of the
problems which the schoolmen were
wont long ago to puzzle their brains
about. It is true, writers of Arithme-
tics and examiners in the subject with
us are too prone to propound mere
conundrums, which can be solved by
a little intellectual legerdemain, with
little or no aid from the reason.

But " in ail labour there is profit,"
and in a great many far-fetched ques-
tions there is wholesome exercise for
the mind. It must never be forgotten
that Arithmetic in conmon with ail
the subjects of our school curriculu
has two values, value as knowledge,
and value as discipline. Many pro-
blems of little value in themselves

afford such training that the mind en-
gaged on them acquires a facility in
dealing with others in actual life that
require the exercise of similar powers.
Al this may be claimed for Arithmetic
without going to the absurd extent
ivhich some, who ought to knov bet-
ter, have done, of asserting that it
affords the best logical training the
mind is capable of.

If our school system aimed at noth-
ing further than teaching the children
of the country these three subjects in
the manner here indicated, it would
well merit all the support it receives.
Reading, Writing and Arithmetic mustj
ever take precedence as the prim-
ary subjects of public school instruc-
tion, and from the lowest to the highest
classes must have no second place
in the teacher's esteema. Whatever else
is taught badly, these must be taught
Well, and if they are not, then, it is
time for the country to ground arms
and consider whether the war against
ignorance is not being waged at too
great a cost. So decided is the opin-
ion of English educational authorities
on their value, that allowances to
schools are regulated by the number
of scholars that pass in them. It is
no exaggeration to say that boys and
girls who leave school well grounded
in the three R's have received an
education from the country which
fairly fits them to begin life.

Much more, however, is sought
to be accomplished in our public
schools than this. It must never
be forgotten that these schools are
for the children of the country,
not for a particular class, and
the curriculum is so framed that a
good English education can be secur-
ed by an intelligent scholar before the
age of fifteen is reached. The aim
being to enable him to go on with
his intellectual advancement in the
High School and the University, if
need be, or failing this, to fit him for
ail the duties of citizenship in a state
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that is so essentially democratic as
our own. Gramniar is taught that
the scholar may have some knowledge
of the origin and structure of the
language, its characteristics as a me-
dium for the expression of thought,
and the rules that regulate the use of
it in correct speaking and writing. It
affords a wholesome discipline to the
mind in parsing and analysis, and im-
parts a desirable facility by means of
this discipline in grasping the meaning
of anything that is read. The aim
in teaching Geography is to faniliarize f
the student with the outward confor-
mation of the globe we live on ; its
political divisions, the people and other
living beings that inhabit it, and the
means of wealth of the various na-
tions; above all, to make him master
ofeverything that it is of interest to
know about our own country. It is
sought to give sound elementary
knowledge of the earth and its mo-
tions, as a brancl1 of the solar systen,
and to direct attention to the physical
geography, or, as it is more properly
styled in England, the physiography of
our planet. History is taught not
merely to gratify the curiosity for a
knowledge of past events, but to bring
the experience of ages to bear upon
the conduct of each individual life,
and to enable our scholars to realize
what are their rights and responsibili-
ties as citizens. It is no doubt in-
teresting to know that the Habeas Cor-
pus Act was passed by the short
Parliament of 1679, in the most dis-
graceful reign in English annals; but
it is not only interesting but impor-
tant to know that it was passed as a
bulwark against the tyranny of rulers,
and that it secures fair treatment to
the most depraved ofcriminals. It is
of some interest to read of the circum-
stances that attended William the
Third's invasion of England, to dis-
place a dynasty that, as has been well
said, never learned anything and
never forgot anything; but it is not

only interesting but instructive to con-
template his wise and thoroughly
statesmanlike conduct in achieving a
bloodless revolution. It no doubt
gratifies a natural curiosity to read of
the events that occurred in our own
province in connection with the re-
bellion of 1837-8; but these events
are principally valuable for the re-
sponsible government they brought
about. The aim of our school system
is not to teach mere "drum and
trumpet " history, but history that
shall be valuable mainly for the les-
sons that it teaches: the former is
merely the husk, the latter is the ker-
nel within.

In a commercial community like
our own, it behoves every one to have
proper notions as to the relations be-
tween debit and credit, and to be
in a position to keep a correct record
of the business transactions of every
day-life. It is sought to enable our
boys to do this, and a little more, in
the book-keeping they are taught.
Mathematics have a full recogni-
tion in the amount of algebra and
geometry that is taught, and without
for a moment assenting to the ex-
travagant claims made on behalf of
these subjects as a means of mental
development, it cannot be denied
that Euclid affords the best logical
training a scholar can have. But
there is danger of carrying these
studies, together with Arithmetic,
which some narrow intellects regard
as the Alpha and the Omega of our
school course, to excess, and of mak-
ing of our children what Macaulay
calls mathematical blocks. Zeal
like this is certainly not according to
knowledge, and cannotbe too strong-
]y deprecated. It would be a serious
defect in our schoôl system if it gave
undue prominence to any subject and
thus interfered with the symmetrical
growth of the child's mind. It is the
highest merit of any school course
not that it cultivates particular facul-
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ties but that it aims at educating
them ail.

The æsthetic side of our nature is
not overlooked, since both music and
drawing have a distinct place in our
school programme, and if we but
follow in the wake of the mother
country and the United States, both
of which are far ahead of us in the
teaching of these subjects, we shall
be doing little less than imparting to
our scholars a new faculty. Nothing
will satisfy the demands of our school
system in teaching music short of en-
abling the pupils of our public schools
to sing at sight any simple piece of
music placed before them; and in
regard to drawing, pupils must be
enabled to express their ideas by
lines, to arrange figures into symmet-
rical forms, and to represent objects
with tolerable accuracy by means of
the pencil, before this subject can be
considered as satisfactorily taught.
Mere copying is not learning to draw,
any more than transcribing a few
pages of a good author is learning
composition.

It is a recognized duty of the state
to guard its people against evils to
which many of them may be quite
indifferent. Amongst these are the
dangers to public health, and it is the
aim of our school system to assist the
state in this vitally important matter
by requiring a knowledge of the laws
and conditions of health under the
name of Hygiene to be imparted to
children in our public schools. It is
true many of our teachers have very
crude notions on this subject, and
are too apt to mistake physiology for
hygiene in their school-room work.
This is rather their. misfortune than
their fault, for the subject lias only of
late received prominence, and no
text-book has yet been provided that
can be considered as-a reliable and
sober guide on this important subject.
What we need is a book written some-
what after the style of Dr. Mills' ad-

mirable article on School Hygiene in
thejanuarynumberof "The Monthly."

If there is one subject more than
another which distinguishes the edu-
cation of to-day from. that of three,
two, or even one hundred years ago,
it is Natural Science, and so important
lias it become that no system of in-
struction fron the elementary school
to the University can be considered
complete without recognizing it in
some shape. Our public school sys'
teni does not ignore it, and this is
Well, for what can be more important
than to familiarize our growing gen-
eration with some of the phenomena
of the material universe and the laws
whichregulatethem. Thereisnobetter
means of cultivating the observing
powers and no surer charm against the
goblins of ignorance and superstition.
No department of human knowledge,
however, so well exemplifies the old
saying "Life is short and Art is
long ;" it has so many branches all
of which have special claims to atten-
tion that it is difficult to decide which
should engross the attention of our
public school teachers. Perhaps our
safest plan is to take the views of one
who is sufficiently conversant vith the
subject to speak with authority upon
it Sir John Lubbock, an old and
tried advocate of the introduction of
Natural Science in English elementary
schools, and a man of eminence in
more than one branch of it himself,
thus expressed himself in a speech
delivered in the House of Commons
last year in support of its recognition:
" In speaking of Science, the Hon.
member said he did not wish to ask
the House for anything that was ab-
struse or beyond the powers of a
child's comprehension, but siniply
desired that they should be irfstructed
in the simple every-day phenomena
of nature, such as the causes of day
and night, heat and cold, suminer
and winter; the reason why the moon
had phases and not the other heaven-
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ly bodies; the difference between
planets and stars, the causes of eclipses
and tides, the composition and ordin-
ary properties of air and water, and
the characteristics of soils; explana-
tiun of the simpler forces of nature,
such as the lever, pulley, wheel, screw
and wedge; also the ordinary rules
which regulate health and knowledge
of commoner objects."

While thus stating what he wanted
introduced into English elementary
schools, this Enghsh member of Par-
liament made a very lucid statement
of what is taught in our own.

But it is not alone, nor even mainly,
by putting the subject upon the pub-
lic school programme that the aim of
our public school system can be car-
ried out, but by making it a promin-
ent subject in the qualifications of
teachers. Hence, it is to be regretted
that our educational authorities have
seen fit to make Natural Philosophy
and Chemistry optional subjects in
the non-professional examinations of
second-class teachers. Doubtless
this has been done as a matter of ex-
pediency to accommodate the work
of training these teachers to the High-
School programme, but this only
shows that the entrusting of this work
to High-Schools is not an unmixed
benefit. However useful the alterna-
tive subjects, Latin, French, or
German, may be to the students them-
selves, there is no doubt as to whether
these or the natural science groups
will be most useful in the school-room.
It is true that the latteroccupies a good
deal of the students' time during their
three months' professional training,
but the work in the Normal School
would be much more thorough
if it were a completion of work
begun in the Public School, and
continued in the High-School. Let
us hope that such considerations of
expediency will be the exception, and
nót the rule, in managing our educa-
tional affairs: had the founders of

our school system bcen guided by
them it would not be the glory it
is to-day. The training of the young
is far too important a matter to be
controlled by the exigencies of the
hour.

We have thus pointed out, in some
detail, the aims of our school system
in providing mental training for the
rising generation, and it must be con-
ceded that, so far as they go, they
include all that is necessary for a lib-
eral English education.

Mental training, however, is not all
that our children need to become
good men and women. Ilt as been
well said that the ability to read,
write, and cypher, is no guarantee that
the person who possesses these ac-
complishments will not steal. When
the state pays a large sum for educa-
tion it has a right to expect that it
will have to pay a proportionately
small sum for tle prevention and pun-
ishment of crime. If this is not the
case, then, in supporting education, it
is paying too dear for its whistle. The
gigantic robberies that have marked
the last quarter of a century prove
that no criminals are more dangerous
than the educated ones; and it seems
as if the community by training such
as these were nourishing the serpent
that will one day sting it. Is there
no method by which the sting may
be withdrawn before it becomes dan-
gerous? The chief hope of doing)
this lies in the moral training thef
child is subject to at home and at
school. Our concern is with the
latter. A school is a state in minia-
ture; children have there to exercise
the self-restraint, in both the play-
ground and the school-room, they
must show as men and women, they
are there taught the rights of property
not only private but public, they have
to learn to show a proper regard for
the opinions and feelings of others.
Truthfulness and honesty in word and
deed are expected to be inculcated
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by both precept and exaniple. They
are made to feel that the infringe-
nient of a moral law as well as a
physical one brings its punishment,
that in fact "the way of trangressors
is liard." Subordination and respect
for authority are as much at the
foundation of government of the
sehool as of the state. Cleanliness,
punctuality, regularity, and prompt-
ness, in the performances of duties,
are expected to be made habits.

It will thus bc seen that the aims of
our public school systeni though ex-
tensive, are thoroughly practical, and
as being for the highest interests of the
state, are quite vorthy of all the
support it receives, if they are pro-
perly carried out.

There are two points, however, that
will have to be attended to before this
system can bc considered as fulfilling
all that may be reasonably expected
of it. No, place of elementary instruc-
tion would be worthy of the nanie
that did not make the preparation of
children for the occupations of life
its first conrideration. Our own must
be conceded this merit so far as our
boys are concerned, but only in a very
limited degree for our girls,-indeed it
fails to anticipate some of their most
wide-spread needs. By far the large
majority of the girls of our public
schools become wives and mothers,
andin many cases theyenterupon tleir
duties of household management with-
out adequate, or with absolutely no pre-
paration, save what they may receive at
home. They have thus all to learn,
and there is no more fertile cause of
domestic misery than this ignorance
on the part of a wife. Many do not
know how to cook the simplest arti-
cles of food so as to, make the most of
them; and how many are there who
are utterly ignorant of cutting out the
simplest garment, and of properly
sewing it even when it is cut out?
We havethe name Domestic Economy
among our list of school subjects, but

it is merely a name; if the subject is
taught at all it is taught in the rnost
perfunctory manner. This defect can
only be remedied by our following
the example of England, in requiring
that the elements of houschold man-
agement, economy in the purchase
and in the methods of cooking ordi-
nary articles of food, the simplest
plans of cutting out and making chil-
dren's garments, shall bc taught our
girls as a parF of their ordinary schoul
work. These may seen homcly sub.
jects to introduce into the school
room, but they are necessary before
our school systeni can be considered
as doing as much to start the girl in
life as it does for the boy.

There is one more defect that merits
our attention. Ample provision is
niade for those children who desire to
go to school, but none for those whoare
unwilling, or whose parents or guar-
dians are utterly indifferent to their
future welfare, and keep them without
schooling. We thus have an Arab
population springing up in our midst,
children growing to maturity without
any regard for law and order, and
whose only education is that of
the street with its evil associ-
ates. Did the baleful consequences
resulting from the neglect of this class
fall only upon themselves they would
be fit subjects for the exercise of
private philanthropy, but not for any
care or expenditure on the part of the
state; but the faci that they are the
great feeders of the class that fill our
jails is a sufficient reason for direct-
ing attention to them. Shall our
school system take hold of them and
by a course of industrial, mixed vith
ordinary public school training, pre-
pare them to be honest bread winners
and wealth producers, or shall it ignore
them and let the country have the ex-
pense of them as criminals, or at the
best as drones? Those who have to
pay taxes for the education of the
children of the country have a right
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to expcct that all these will bc educa-
tcd: if they arc not, and those who arc
neglected arc found afterwards to prey
upon the community, endangering
both life and property and costing
much more as jail-birds than as
scholars inanindustrialSchool,wenced
not bc surprised if our school system bc
pointed to as a failure. I t is truc the
necessity for industrial schools has
been recognized by the local Legibla-
turc, in the passage of an Indus-
trial School Act, but this has remained
a dead letter hitherto, and is likely to
remain so unless the governnent
offers to assist ltberally any corpor-
ation that is willing to undertake to
provide industrial as well as ordinary
school training for the neglected chil-
dren ofour cities and towns. It should
go farther than this, however: it would
be quite within its province, and consis-
tent with its duties, to establsh a
Central Industrial School, as it has
aýready established a Central Prison.
More cogent economic reasons can be
given for the state undertaking such
an institution than for providing as it
does, refuges for the deaf, dumb,
and blind, and an asylum for idiots.
Tlhe classes that fil these institutions
are harmless, while many of those
who would benefit by an industrial

EDUcATION is one of the greatest objects
of the age, and most important, not only be-
cause it is the noblest in itself, but because it
is the means of complete development of our
common nature, and a due discharge of the
duties of life in their bearing on the future
destiny of the race. The fruits of education
are so attractive that we are often tempted
to force them prematurely. without sufficient
tillage, and thus lose sight of the true object
of education, which consists much more in
the development of the intellect than in the
mere putting in of superficial knowledge, and,
cramming. Hence our necessity of ground-
ing in the rudiments of knowledge, and

7

school grow up to prey upon us
both in and out of prison. So
long as any of our children may
remain uucducated, our -,chool system
cannot be considered a perfect one,
and the sooner we follow the example
of Englanid, byinaugurating athorough
system of compulsion, supplemented
by institutions for neglected, destitute,
and vagrant children, such as have
been indicated,the moreshall we have
to show for our moncy.

It is yet too soon to say with con-
fidence how far our system is a suc-
cessful one, by its effect on the na-
tion's welfare. Besides, however per-
fect may be its aims, much of its good
results will depend upon the appli-
ances that are employed, and it is no
part of the business of the present
paper to deal with these. Enough
has been said to show that, if its
affairs are properly administered by
those wio exist for that sole pur-
pose, it is fitted to meet most of
the imperative demands of modern
life. If the same wisdom is shown
in perfecting and fostering it in
the future as has been displayed in
founding and organizing it in the
past, Canadians will be able to stand
forth amongst the foremost nations of
the world as an educated people.

thoroughness in all that is donc. Knowledge
thus got never dies; knowledge got otherwise
neverlives. Again, it has struck me whether
there is not a fear of our making, through our
very facilities of teaching, the acquisition of
knowledge too easy for the pupils. For it is
from the meeting and mastering of difficulties
that intellectual strength grows and increases,
just as physical exercise develops physical
strength. May I venture to suggest the im-
portance of giving special attention to the
subject of Domestic Economy, which properly
lies at the root of the highest life of every truc
woman.-H. R. H. the Princess Louise Io the
Ladies' Educational Association of Montreal.
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CUI BONO?

DY J. E. WELLS, M.A., PRINCIPAL, CANADIAN LITERARY INSTITUTE,
wooDSTOCK.

W 1-AT earnest teacher, in thesedegencrate days, has not from
time to time had his righteous soul
vexed with this impertinent little
qucry? It meets him at every turn
in the higher walks of his profession,
coming often like a cold douche
upon the kindling fires of professional
enthusiasm. Blandly put by cautious
parents, sceptically repeated by
matter-of-fact trustees, perpetually
reiterated by grumbling rate-payers,
flung out, sott1 voce, in the midst of a
charming demonstration or a profound
disquisition, bysome pllegmatic pupil,
how often has it well nighdrivenhim to
abandon his chosen work in disgust,
and leave the education of the young
in the hands of hirelings, willing to
degrade the noble profession of mind-
culture to the low level of a " Bread-
and-Butter Science." True, the ques-
tion in itself is well enough. It is not
only pregnant with profound meaning,
but venerable by reason of classical
associations. Alas, that in the ignoble
rush and crush of this feverish century
it should be no longer uttered in the
dignified accents ofa philosophy seek-
ing only to employ the noblest powers
for high and immortal uses, or even
in the anguished tones of a crushed
and bleeding spirit, crying out for
light from the border-land of despair,
but rather in the piping notes of the
Mammon worshipper, or with the
sneering inflection of the Positivist.

But however the teacher who holds
lofty views in respect to the dignity
of his calling may, in his sublimer

moods, be disposed to quarrel with
the narrow utilitarianism which seems
to hini so incompatible with the high-
est educational work, lie is eventually
forced toadmit that the question, wHAT
coon? is notwithstanding a perfectly
natural and proper one. Utility is
after all at the very root of ail culture,
even the highest. Education can have
no other raison da"tre. All educators
are, of necessity, utilitarians, so far
as their professional work is concern-
ed. The only ground of difference, a
very broad one we admit, is in the
last analysis as to the kind of utility
they have in view. When we are
once agreed in respect to the truc
nature of education, or in other words
the one ultimate aim tobekept in view
in all educational work, there would
seem to be scarcely room left for very
wide differences of opinion in respect
to methods.

It is not the object of this paper to
discuss the vexed question of the true
end of higher education, so much as
to inquire whether there may not be
found a harmonizing principle under-
lying the various and apparently con-
flicting theories. May it not be that
theyare notonly not contradictory, but
when broadly and wisely interpreted,
not even necessarily incompatible?
The highest goal of all progress, social,
political, or religious, is unity in
diversity. May not such an unity be
the best attainable, nay the best possi-
ble, outcome of all the apparently
conflicting educational theories of the
present day ?
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No truc worker in any sphere can
be without a we<cll considered theory
as the guiding principle of his indus-
try. And certainly no teacher who
appreciates the dignity of his calling,
and vho would do good and honcst
and fruitful work, can afford to be
without one. First principles ofsome
kind he must have. And these must
be in some sense the outcome of his
own thinking; he must have asked
himself and have found at Ieast a
provisional answer, and one for which
he is able to give a reason to another
asker, such questions as the following:

Is the truc aim of my profession to
aid my pupils in acquiring knowledge?

Or is it to give preliminary prepar-
ation for some specific business or
profession?

Or is it to develop mind-force, to
aid in the attainment of a certain
amount of disciplined brain-power
irrespective altogether of any specifnc
work in which that power may after-
wards be made available?

Or is it something better and nobler
than ail these, to enlarge and strength-
en ail the powers of the soul for their
own sake, not for that of any ulterior
end? In other words, is the man to
be regarded, with Sir William Hamil-
ton, as "an end unto himself?" Are
his own perfection and happiness "to
constitute the goal of his activity to
which he tends and ought to tend,"
and to which it is the true work of
education to aid him to tend?

It is manifest that the efforts of the
teacher are likely to be modified and
his methods largely shaped in accord-
ance with the solution he finds to
such questions as th'e above. He
who regards the knowledge gained
as the essential thing will be natural-
ly, though, as may presently appear,
not logically, impelled to aim above
everything "to cram in facts." He
who is willing to accept it as his
work to carry his pupil over one
stage of preparation for some busi-

ness or professional lifc-work, will
be in danger of finding himself so
" cabincd, cribbed, confined " by the
narrowi'ness of his own aims and
those of his pupil as to bc utterly
unable to do effectively even that
comparatively petty task. The teacher,
again, who regards himself as a mas-
ter of the science of mental gymnas-
tics, pure and simple, who makes it
his one great end to develop what lie
regards as intellectual power, will be
no lcss liable to error in another
direction. He will be in danger of
committing the great, and, in these
days, common mistake in regard to
both physical and mental culture, of
over-training. Sheer strength is not
the highest or most admirable quality
in either body or mind. If gained
at the sacrifice of activity, suppleness,
and versatility, it may produce only
an awkward, cumbrous giant. In the
intellectual no less than in the physi-
cal sphere, the words of Horace are
applicable: "Force without judgment
sinks under its own weight." Most
observers have probably corne some-
times into contact with minds in
which memory, reflection, the logical
faculty, and the power of intense and
prolonged attention have been so
cultivated that the features of any
subject of inquiry related to these
faculties are seized with the grasp of
a cyclops, and yet there is an utter
lack of aIl freshness, vivacity, and tlas-
ticity. There is no glorifying of
common things by the shaping power
of the imagination, or by the bright and
varied hues thrown over them by a
lively fancy; and there is no eye or
ear for the beauties and harmonies
that lie beyond and above the com-
monplace and reveal their presence
only to a keener sensibility. No
matter how delicious the viands set
before such a mind, the sweet juices
are lost and the flavour destroyed by
the rough handling to which they are
subjected before reaching the palate.
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Nature, it is truc, has much to do with
the turning out of such vencrable
dryasdusts, but her hand is often
forced and the finest effects of her
better designs narrcd and lost, as the
result of a one-sided and mistaken
application of the thcory of cducation
in question.

Nor is even the adoption of the
well-sounding and attractive Hamil-
tonian principle without its dangers.
The hobby, unlcss skilfuilly managcd,
is pretty sure to carry its rider far
fron the beatcn tracks of practical
every.day life into renote by-paths
and soliiary places. To regard each
individual man as an end unto him-
self, and to aim at developing his
mental faculties for his own sake and
apart froin ail relations to his felloivs,
is probably to misunderstand the
philosopher's reasoning, and is ccr-
tainly to fail into an error which is
easily made, and which possesses
special attractions for a certain class
of minds. To develop, in their due
proportion and to their fullest extent,
ail the faculties of the inner man, is
certainly a noble aim for the educa-
tionist. But men are related and mu-
tually dependent beings, and no
theory of education can bc a correct
one which does not constantly recog-
nize this relationship and dependence,
and modify its aims accordingly. Else
the legitimate product of the system
is the harmless but practically useless
visionary.

But are these one-sided and im-
perfect results the legitimate and
necessary products of the respective
theories we have been considering ?
Let us see whether after ail they may
not be shown to be logically related
and bound togethçr, when rightly un-
derstood, by one broad, unifying prin-
ciple underlying them ail.

What for instance is the character
of knowledge which is the ultimate
goal set up by the first theory ? To
make it in any sense synonymous with

the icarning and remeinbering of facts
would bc a narrow and suicidai %icw,
such as could bc held by no intelligent
teacher. Facts are but the raw ma-
terial of knowicdge. Knowlcdge is
the ability to explain facts, to refer
then to underlying causes, or to ar-
range them in harmony with uniform
and coimprehensive laws. The truc
knowlcdge vhich is the food of the
nmind, that which it craves with an
earnestness which refuses to bc dc-
nied, is the knowledge of principles
and laws and causes. And were it
not so, were the possession of the
largest possible stock of items the
highest knowledge and the best cdu-
cation, it would still follow that the
only suc.cessful method of attaining
this would bc the scientific method.
The countless items gathered from all
the various fields open to observation
and experience must be culled and
classified and bound into bundies
on scientific principles. Else the
available space of the mentaL store-
house must become quickly over-
crowded with the heterogeneous
and disorderly mass. But classifica-
tion and gencralization involve the
exercise of the highest mental facul-
ties. To use these faculties as they
must be uscd, in order to lay broad
and deep the foundations ofreal know-
ledge, is to develop brain-pover in a
mainer that can hardly fail to satisfy
the demands of the most extreme ad-
herents of the discipline theory.

Take again the narrowest and least
satisfactory of ail educational aims,-
we can hardly dignify it with the name
of " theory,"--that which regards
simply the necessities of some special
business or profession. Interpreted
in its lowest sense, vhich makes pe-
cuniary success the test of fitness,
this view of the functions of the edu-
cator is too low and small to be worth
defending. And yet, even from this
point of view, how many disastrous
"failures" and "financial crises "
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might have been escaped, had the
preparatory training of the opcrators
been broader and higher. A thorough
grounding in the principles of econo.
mic science, a betterinsight into the
nature of social and political and
moral duties and obligations, and the
enlirgement of sympathy and of pub.
lic spirit. by a widcr range of reading
and study, wotild often go far to coun-
teract that exclusive subjection to one
dominant idea and aim, which hurries
so many on the hcadlong race to
floancial and moral ruin.

But if we takp a higher view of what
constitutes preparation for any speci.
fic lifc.work, if wc embrace in our idea
offitness the ability to appreciate and
to discharge ail the obligations to in-
dividuals, to society, and to the state,
which arise out of the relations which
the contemplated position involves,
we find ourselves obliged to include
both general culture and general know-
ledge to an extent limited only by the
dimensions those obligations assume
to our individual eyes. I am, of course,
far from attributing this largeness of
view to the majority of those teachers
who, consciously or unconsciously,
act upon the theory under discussion,
in the discharge of their professional
duties. That they ought to interpret
their theory thus widely, in order to
make it worthy of the dignity of their
profession, and to fulfil the obligations
to society and the state arising out
of their own relations to each, seems
clear to the most commonplace think-
ing. But certainly, it must be admit-
ted, that only by virtue of sD broad
an interpretation can this special view
of the functions of the educator be
brought fully vithin the scope of the
common principle I am trying to ap-
ply.

It would occupy too much space,
and is probably unnecessary to go on
and try to show how each of the other
educational theories referred to can
be brought within the range of the

saine unifying process. The course qf
thought will readily suggcst itself as I
procecd to show that ail thsce thcorics,
however apparently diverse in them-
selves, are forced in practice to adapt
themselves to one and the same mneth-
od. There is practically but one
method in education. The real work
must in every case be performed by
the pupil hinsclf. Ail tlat the tcach-
er can do is to prescribe the course
and aid the student in his efforts to
follow it. To this, ail will assent. Is
the intelligent teacher's aim to inform
the mind of his pupil with usefuil know-
ledge? He can but place the means
of acquiring that knowledge within
easy reach and say to him, "I ca-not
give you this knowledge. It can be
made yours only by your own toil.
Exert yourself to grasp it. Put forth
your best efforts, exercise aIl your
mental powers, patiently, energetic-
ally, perseveringly, and you will gain
the prize; not otherwise." Is his
aim to fit his pupil for some profess-
ional, or other work? Still is he forced
to say "I ran give you no preparation
or fitness. I can but show you how
to acquire it. The rest must be your
own. Nature has given you the con-
ditions of success in your untrained
powers. Voluntary and prolonged
exertion of these powers in the direc-
tion I point out, is the only possible
me:ns whereby you can reach the end
you have in view." The same train
of remark obviously applies with, if
possible, increased force to either of
the other theories under consider-
ation. The tvo c. iditions of mental,
as of physical, strength and growth,
are food and exercise. And the food
can be taken and assimilated, the exer-
cise performed with vigour and ef0ect,
bynoonebutthe individual to be bene-
flted himself. It matters not whether
the aim be the narrowest and most
selfish, or the broadest and loftiest,
imaginable. The humblest, as well
as the highest faculties can be brought
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up to their utmost, or to any desired,
pitch of developinent, whether for the
noblest or the most ignoble uses, only
by dint of the voluntary, and con-
tinuous exercise of those very facul-
ties, in the discharge of their own pro-
per functions.

This course of remark is too trite
and too obvious to need the support
of argument. Cui Bono? Whither
does it lead ? To this one important
point that tiere is, after al, but one
me/hod in Education. This method
all are obliged to use and in all cases.
For practical purposes, then, it is
scarcely necessary to discuss. much
less to quarrel, about abstract theories.

The reader who assents to the train
of thought up to this point will readily
admit that the great practical ques-
tions in education, for utilitz-ians of
all classes, are resolvable into these
two:-What subjects and courses of
study are best adapted to supply the
mental needs, or to strengthen and
develop the mental faculties, of the
particular student?

P- what means and motives can the
req.site fai thfulness, and thorough-
ness on the part of the pupil, in doing
the work which lie must do for him-
self, be best secured ?

The question of courses of study is
a large and complicated one, far too
large and complicated to be discussed
in the present paper. This, however,
can hardly be too strongly insisted
upon, that for any and all educational
purposes a broad and comprehensive
range is indispensable to the highest
success. The tendency to one-sided-
ness is one of the chief dangers to
which our Collegiate systems are just
now exposed. Whether for know-
ledge, or culture, or character, the
too exclusive pursuit of special
lines of study cannot but be cramp-
ing and harmful. Those essayists
who from time to time contend,
often in a style marked in every sen-
tence with the indefinable p-ecision

and polish which are one of the first
fruits of classical studies, that the
time spent at College in reading a few
of the masterpieces of the ancient
orators, poetsand historiansintheirowni
inimitable languages, is waFted, seem
no less short sighted than ungrateful.
Tosay nothing of the disciplinary value
of a study which in a manner compels
the student to master the best thoughts
and closest arguments of intellects
well nigh peerless, and to say nothing
of the intrinsic value of the classical
wr.tings as sources of knowledge of the
past, both directly in themselves and
indirectly through the agency of com-
parative philology, so long as we are
dependent upon language for the' ex-
pression and preservation of our ideas,
and so long as language and thought
continue to act and react upon each
other, clear thinking alone producing
precise expression and the means of
precise expression being indispensable
to clear thinking, so long shall we be
unable to dispense with the study of
the almost perfect models afforded us
in the Greek and Roman classics.

Again, to illustrate the same point
from the positive instead of the neg-
ative side. Nothing would seem
much easier than to. demonstrate the
utter insufficiency of any one study,
or class of studies, to accomplish the
end which any worthy theory of edu-
cation has in view. Take, for in-
stance, Natural'Science, which seems
more in favour just now with an in-
fluential class of thinkers than any
other. As an invaluable stimulator
of thought, a fosterer of high intelli-
gence and a source of much useful
knowledge, and as an indispensable
means of cultivating a very important
class of faculties, Science unquestion-
ably merits a place in the front rank
of educational agencies. It may well
be doubted whether it has even yet
received the recognition and appre-
ciation in our High-Schools, Colleg-
iate Institutes, and Universities, which
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a wiser estimate of its true value
would give it. But when we are
asked to accept it as "the be all and the
end all" of liberal culture, we may
well demur, even though the demand
be backed by the authoritative name
of Herbert Spencer. True, the de-
mand is shorn of half its unreason-
ableness when, as in the work in
which this claim is made, and which
was reviewed by a writer in the last
number of this Magazine, the domain
of Science is so extended as to take
in by far the largest segment of the
whole circle of liberal studies. When
Science is lauded by such an author
as the mother of all valuable know-
ledge and all healthful discipline, we
are not surprised to find that the
Science in question includes not only
such studies as Geology, Physiology,
Chemistry, &c., which are usually
classed under that head, but also
Poetry and general Literature, the
Fine Arts, Morality, and Religion.
Of course the word is etymologically
the equivalent of knowledge. But
when taken in this sense, the state-
ment that Science is the knowledge
which is of most worth becomes a
mere truism, almost an identical pro-
position, and is scarcely worth utter-
ing. In fact we are unable to see
how the study of History, or Language,
or pure Ma.thematics, or Metaphysics,
or of any. thing else within the scope
of the human intellect can be omit-
ted. But take the word Science in
its usual restricted sense, and it would
be easy to show that, valuable as it
admittedly is in its own sphere, it ut-
terly.fails.to meet the broad and high
demands of either the knowledge or
the discipline theory. In regard to
the former, it undoubtedly reveals
very much that is of great practical
utility and proves itself in a thousand
ways the benefactor of the race. But
when we turn to it for the higher and
real knowledge which the human soul
craves with an insatiable hunger,

when we ask for real explanation, for
true causes, the oracle is dumb. We
ask bread, we receive. astone. We long
to enter the adytum of the great tem-
ple of Nature and gain some insight
into the profound mysteries in which
being, and life, and thought, and feel-
ing are enshrouded, and the mocking
priestess points us to the outer courts,
wliere vast masses of the phenomena
which awaken this longing are stacked
in orderly and classified array. We
pass over-our brainful of mysteries for
explanation and we receive back the
same mysteries, only now in neat
packages and homogeneous bundles,
carefully ticketed and labelled with
long names; as if the intellect hungry
for explanation could be put off with
mere classification, or cheated into
accepting poor little " hows " as satis-
factory answers to its " whys and
" whences." True it will be vehem-
ently alleged that our " whys " and
" whences " are treated by our great
mother but as idle impertinences
which she never condescends to no-
tice. But whether this be so or not,
it is as clearly beyond the sphere of
Science to determine, as it is beyond
her power to explain, on any þrinciple
she can consistently recognize, the
origin of a great demand in the soul
for which no supply is found in the
environment. Thus in any case
Science is unable either to satisfy the
higher claims of the intellect in re-
spect to knowledge, or to prove that
it cannot be satisfied.

Want of space forbids the attempt
to show in like manner that Science,
in its narrower acceptation, fails to
afford the means of high and complete
mental discipline. Suffice it to say
that this can be done by no course of
study which fails, in obedience to the
deepest sense of the motto "know
thyseIf," to turn the mental gaze in-
ward and thence upward. Those who
have been taught carefully to study
the phenomena of the inner as well
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as of the outer world, know full well
that tiere are more strange things in
heaven and earth, and the soul of
man, than are dreamed of in the one-
sided philosophy of the positivist.
And no mind can attain the symmetry
and equipoise of thorough culture,
under a system which ignores the
needs of any large class of its capa-
cities or powers.

To sum up in a word, it is more
thanquestionablewhether the demands
of higher education can be adequately
met by any curriculum of study too
narrow to embrace the fundamentals
of all the great departments recognized
in our best Universities. Each of
these departments is to a great extent
sui generiis, in regard to both the
knowledge and the discipline it im-
parts. From any high point of view
it is certainly better, it certainly makes
an abler, broader, and wiser man to
know something of everything than
everything of something. The knowl-
edge must, of course, be real, not su-
perficial. The man of one idea, or
one set of ideas, is not simply a bore.
He is by reason of arrested and one-
sided development a mental mon-
strosity. Whatever his acquisitions in
his specialty, cannot fairly be called
either learned or cultivated. Broad
and ever-widening as are the fields of
knowledge within reach of human
footsteps, it is still possible, within the
limits of a reasonable Collegiate course,
to gain so much knowledge of their
general outlines and salient features,
that one can go forth prepared to
some extent to comprehend and to
sympathize with the views and aims,
and modes of thinking of his fellows,
in all their varied pursuits. Nothing
less should satisfy the. ambition of the
true educator.

But all this, as we have seen, in-
volves toil, hard, earnest, prolonged
toil, on the part of the learner. This
rugged path is Nature's owi highway.
She provides no easy or royal road to

knowledge and mental power, and she
accepts no proxies. How then shall
the young mind, not yet so inured to
toil as to find it pleasure, and not fully
prepared to appreciate the reward
which is still in the dim distance, be
spurred on in the race? Some strong
and constant force is evidently neces-
sary. Where is this force to be
found?

Many will be ready to answer "Na-
ture has provided it in the irresistible
tendency to activityand in the insatiable
curiosity, the strong love of knowl dge,
she has implanted in the mind. These
are undoubtedly the best of all mo-
tives to steady and stimulate the
brain-worker at all stages of progress.
The most skilful teacher is he who
knows best how to take hold of these,
and afford full scope for their opera-
tion. What true educator of children
does not delight tco study the play of
soul-light and shade over the face of
the child student, as he struggles for
the salution of some tough problem,
or the mastery of some uncompre-
hended thought. How delightful to
watch the brow darken and contract,
and the eye grow dim with unreward-
ed effort, and then to see the shade
flit off and the flash and the gleam
which tell of conquest and' triumph
succeed! There can, I think, be little
doubt that were these forces intelli-
gently comprehended and used from
infancy upwards, there would in the
great majority of cases be needed no
other incentive to mental effort at any
period tnan the delight of the mental
exercise itself, the sense of growing
power and knowledge, and the joy of
hard won victory. But the great
difficulty in the majority of cases is,
that the faculties with wyhich the
teacher has to deal have lain dormant
until their elasticity is gone, and exer-
cise has become difficult and pain-
fui, while the innate love of knowledge
has become feeble and torpid through-
want of its proper sustenance; and,
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worse than all, very often been turned
to gall by the influence of bitter asso-
ciations. But I must not prolong this
paper by discussing the thousand and
one ways in which the skilful educa-
tor will in these cases bring up his
auxiliary forces by enlisting self-love,
stimulating ambition, provoking emu-
lation, rewarding success. One broad
principle may safely be laid down.
The true teacher, who brings both in-
tellect and heart to his work, I care
not whether he be found in the parish
school bouse or the College lecture
room, will make it his aim to see that
every learner has real mental work to
do, as difficult as he is capable of
doing well, and that he has a motive
for doing that work, a motive that
must be first lawful and right in itself;
secondly, strong enough, if possible,
to be effective, and thirdly, the very
highest and best in kind, which can,
under the conditions, be brought to
bear.

An important question, closely con-
nected with this phase of the subject,
is that which was discussed by Mr.
Purslow in the last number of this
Magazine, under the heading "The
Effect of Examinations on School Cul-
ture." With much that was urged in
that article every teacher must agree.
I may perhaps venture, without seem-
ing to be controversial, to question
whether the writer of that article bas
traced the glaring and admitted evils
of which he treats, to their true source.
If, as has been shown, there can be
but one method in education, if all
real educational work must be done
by the pupil himself in the voluntary
exertion of his own powers, and if the
teacher's taste is simply to mark out
the course and guide .and urge on
the learners in it, it follows as a corol-
lary that the judicious teacher will
devise and constantly apply efficient
tests, to·enable him to know whether
the student's work is being faithfully
and intelligently performed. To neg-

lect this is to leave a very important
part of a teacher's or professor's work
undone. This manifestly means ex-
aminations of some kind, oral or writ-
ten. But all teachers will agree that
no oral test can be compared, in res-
pect to precision and reliability, with
a written one. The pen is really the
great instrument of education. It
compels clearness and precision, it
holds up to ridicule the meaningless
farrago of words, which, if well-sound-
ing, may often cheat even a well practis-
ed ear, with their semblance of sense.
The examination is then the teacher's
great and most reliable means of test-
ing the reality of .his pupil's progress.

Again, if, as all will probably admit,
it is desirable and wise, in any well con-
sidered system of education to have
landmarks, at different stages of pro-
gress, or, in other words, if it is desir-
able and necessary to prescribe certain
mental qualifications and attainmenits,
as the conditions of admission to cer-
tain offices, or honours, it follows that
here again the examination affords
the only available test. That it is
absolutely reliable no one will claim.
Enough that it is indispensable, in the
absence of some better test which is
yet to be discovered.

What, now, are the great evils con-
nected with these necessary tests of
progress? They promote cramming
rather than culture. But what is
cramming? Is it necessarily and
intrinsically bad? That dependsupon
the kind. If to cram, is to stuff the
memory with a mas of unconnected
and indigested facts, if it is to let
"committing" supersede thinking and
to substitute rote for reason, then
cramming is doubtless bad, irredeem-
ably bad. If, on the other hhnd, to
cram is to require the student to
review rapidly the text book or course
of lectures which he has carefully
followed in detail, so as now to grasp
and bind together in one compact and
symmetrical -whole the fundamental
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facts and principles; or if it is to
require him occasionally to summon all
his intellectual forces for one great anl
not unduly prolonged effort, an effort
adaptLd to strengtlhen the will, and
to inure every faculty to endurance an
subordination, then cramming is not
necessarilv bad. His after life, if it
is worth living, will often put him
thus upon his mettle.

The cramming that is " evil, only
evil, and that continually," and that is
therefore to be deprecated, appears
to me to be the result of two causes,
neither of which is a necessary ad-
junct of Examinations.

The first of these is to be found in
the character of the questions put.
The preparation of Examination ques-
tions is a work requiring the broadest
culture and the soundest judgment.
The examiner should have no pet
questions, no favourite hobbies and,
may I not add, no petty vanity capa-
ble of the faintest gratification from
'' catching " or puzzling the student.
It is, I hold, quite within the power
of the Examiner to so frame his ques-
tions as utterly to discourage any cram-
ming in the bad sense, by rendering
it useless and hopeless. It is in his
power to beget the conviction that
the student who has mastered the
subject by grasping and making his
own its broad truths and underlying
principles, cannot fail, and no other
can succeed. It would be easy. but I
fear presumptuous, to select illustra-
tions, both of success and of failure, in
this fundamental matter, from the
published examination papers of our
public institutions, from the Univer-
sity downward. It is pleasing to note
a gradual improvement in the char-
acter of the papers set in various
quarters, though it is worthy of care-
ful inquiry, whether there may not
still be much room for improvement.
The admirable expedient of varying,
as far as practicable, authors and
subjects from year to year, cannot

fail to be very helpful in the right
direction.

The other and still more fruitful
source of bad cramming is to be found
in the insufficiency of the time usually
allotted for prepa ration for the exam-
inations at the various stages. This
has its origin to a large extent in cir-
cumstances inseparable fron the con-
ditions of life in a comparatively new
and by no means wealthy country.
Many, whose earlier years have been
mainly and necessarily devoted to
manual toil, set to work after reaching
manhood or womanhood, to fit them-
selves for professional pursuiis, or to
gratify the thirst for knowledge which
has hitherto been as a consuming fire
in their bones. Their ambition and
resolve, and frequently their ardour
and perseverance, are beyond all
praise. But they evidently set out
in the race under very unfavourable
conditions for rapid progress, and,
too often, feel thenselves compelled
by want of both time and means to
coverthe course in the shortest possible
space. The policy is no doubt unwise,
as even in these cases one, or at most
two additional years, would generally
make all the difference between a
hasty half-superficial and wholly un-
satisfactory training, accompanied too
often vith permanent ir iury to health,
and a thorough, deliberate digestive
mastery of the subjects undertaken,
with precious margins for general
reading and culture.

But the evil of undue haste is by
no means confined to self-dependent
students of mature years. The same
feverish rush is no less painfully mani-
festin the case of the great majority
of the younger pupils in our High-
Schools, Collegiate Institutes, and
Colleges, even when buth time and
means are ample for a deliberate
course. This is due largely to the
injudicious impatience of thoughtless
parents, and largely to the restless
spirit of the age and country infecting
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the youth themselves. But I venture
to ask whether it may not be still
more largtly due to the system of
yment by resu/ds, in a manner coin-

pelling the teacher to " pass " the
largest possible number of pupils,
irrespective of other and better con-
siderations. I must not occupy space
with a discussion of the merits or de-
merits of this systein in other respects.
In this direction its effects upon
health, upon enjoyment, upon true
culture, are too often to be deplored.

I NEED hardly assure you of the very great
interest with which I take this opportunity
of learning by conversation with you the
manner and means by whichi you undertake
the arduous, responsible, and important la-
bours devolving on the teachers and students
of a great Normal school. You observe that
I come fron a country long famous for the
heed given to the teaching of the whole
youth of the land, and as you are aware the
parish schools of Scotland have been the in-
struments by which training has been given
to men who have in every part of the world
left their mark, and' been an honour to the
system founded of old by the wisdom of its
Parliament. An equal love of perfecting to
the utmost the educational facilities given to
the people has led to the introduction in that
kingdom of the most stringent measures,
and of a heavy local taxation which is un-
grudgingly and cheerfully borne to ensure
that no child shall go untaught, and that
none shall be taught any where but in a good
building where he or she shall have as much
pure air to refresh the body as sound instruc-
tion for the mind. The position given to the
teacher has always been a high one. In-
deed, I have often heard him called the most
powerful person in the parish. And, gentle-

If there is any truth or value in the
foregoing hints this nioral at least may
be derived, that it is the duty as well as
the interest of Examiners and Teach-
ers of all grades, to aid by improved
methods, by precept, by influence,
and by securing where needed, cor-
rected legislation in checking the evil
tendencies complained of, and in
perfecting the Educational System of
Canada,until it shallbecomeamodel for
all young nations, and a fruitful source
of true culture and sound learning.

men, it is right that those who fill the re-
sponsible positions to which the students
here present aspire should have all the au-
thority which a well recognized pnsition can
give, for they are to take their places in the
world as the commissioners of the army of
civilization, and the peaceable and honour-
able leaders of the force which by industry,
culture, learning and training is to advance
the intellectual progress and the material
prosperity of their country. You will have
to deal with a long succession of men who
come here to learn how to teach, and these
gentlemen, will see as they pass under their
instruction a yet larger number who, in time,
will represent the manhood and power of
our nation upon this continent. I shall only
be able to watch your progress and theirs
for a brief period, but I hope I shall be able
to show the interest I take in your success,
and I shall in after years not cease to follow
with the fullest and warmest sympathy, the
progress of the great cause of education, and
the effect produced by your efforts and la-
bours on the welfare and greatness of the
Canadian Dominion."-Hs Excellencv the
Governor General to the Students of the Nor-
mal School, Ottawa.
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CONTRIBUTORS' DEPARTMENT.

THIE NECESSARY LIMITS OF
CONTROVERSY.

\VE have reccived a tehiperate and well con.
ceived letter, signed "Canadian Catholic,"
on the subject of the " Reply of the Nine-
teenth Century," a paper which appeared in
our last number. The writer takes objection
to the course we pursued in inserting this
article, while at the same time, hy the foot-
note attached to it, we "all but precluded
response." Besides this, he alleges that the
matter contained in that article is calculated
to affect the many Catholics who take an in-
terest in educational mat ters ; and this being
so, we feel it a duty which we owe to our
correspondent and to our readers generally,
to explain the position we take in the inatter.

In the first place, it is not within our
province to meddle with questions of doc-
trine or theology. Questions of morals may
be occasionally treated of, with due caution,
even in a non-sectarian periodiral ; for the
same system of moral teaching underlies al-
most all sects, and the differences that do exist
are rather in the methods and degrees of en-
forcing moral discipline, than in the root-
principles from which that discipline is
evolved. The real difficulty does not come
in until we approach the battle-field of his-
tory. It is in history that ail parties seek for
weapons with which to support their own
cause, and to defeat their opponents. It is
to the interest of both parties alike, that
every possible light should be thrown upon
past events, and that no discussion on the
subject should be stopped without valid
reasons. Moreover, when we approach the
consideration of any historical event, we
must remind a" Canadian Catholic," that re-
ligious party-lines cease to be drawn with
the rigour and precision that obtains when
polemics are on the tajÉis. There are several

vell-known doctrines, to deny or to attacle
which, in a non-sectarian magazine, would
be an outrage upon -very member of thc-
Church that held those doctrines.

But to pronounce an opinion upon a mat-
ter of history, such as the graduai decadence
of the temporal power of the Sec of Rome.
does not necessarily offend every Catholic,
neither does it follow that, because a man is.
offended thereby, he must be a Catholic.

On such a question -parties divide, as it
were, in a different plane of cleavage; polit-
ical and national sympathies enter largely-
into the elenients that form an opinion, and
many a staunch Protestant vould prefer to.
sec the Papal States intact, whilst as good
Catholics have rejoiced to sec His Holiness.
confined to the exercise of a vast spiritual
power, and have foretold, from that very-
circumstance, an increase of his influence and
authority over the world at large.

It is in this distinction that we consider
the nodus of the difficulty must be sought
and unravelled, Any topic, the mooting of'
which is offensive, Éer se, to a man who be-
longs to any religious body, simply on ac-
count of his belonging to that body, should'
not be tolerated in a magazine of this nature.
Any topic as to which men of ail shades of-
belief may rank themselves on either side,
shnuld be held permissible. And we cannot·
conceal from ourselves the fact, that such
to ics do exist, and that the liveliest interest
is felt in them. To say that such " burning-
topics" as the past history of education,
which was for many years identical with the-
history of our correspondent's Church, are-
not to be handled at all in our pages, would'
be to debar our readers from information
which they will naturally expect to reccive
from us. Details of bygone historical
events, especially of an educational or social
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n;tture, will, we hope, form the text upon
which our correspondents, of aIl shades of
opinion, will herenfter contribute many a
pleasant paper to our pages. To prevcnt
the magazine fron falling into too narrow a
groove, by mercly treating of professional
-educational matters, sone such papers are
imperatively needec ; and wc hope a " Cana-
dian Catholic" will not scruple to take us at
our word, and test our impartiality by send-
ing us a contribution on a cognate subject.

We have used the expression "burning
topic," and that will bc in itself sufficient to
rcmind our contributors that such sibjects
must be handled with caution. The article
of F. R., having been written in reply to an
.aggressive series of papers, no doubt shows
somewhat of that eagerness to defeat an ad-
versary which is inseparable fron contro-
ver.sy. It is for this very reason that we
<desire to avoid controversy, and should pre-
fer it if papers of this description were
entirely independent of cach other, and not
written with the view of replying to or con-
futing a previous writer.

Our explanation has taken longer than we
anticipated, but it is as weil, at the outset,
to define clearly the position which we in-
tend to take, in order to avoid misapprehen-
sions in the future.-EDITOR, C. E. M.

THE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL

SCIENCE.

TuE prospectus for the second session of
the School of Practical Science, to begin on
the ist of October next, has just been issued.
The lectures are to be open to both "regu-
lar" and "occasional " students. Regular
students are those who purpose to take a
three years' course for the Diploma of the
School in Engineering, Chemistry, or As-
saying and Mining Geology. The fees are

$30 for the first session ; $40 for the second;
and $5o for the third. Occasional students
are admitted to any of the courses of in-
struction on payment of fees varying from
$io to $50 p.,r course. Students taking a
practical course can attend the lectures on

the sanie subject frec of charge. The courses
open to occasional students are : Engineer-
ing, including Drawing, Surveying and
Levelling, Geodesy and Practical Astronony,
Applied Mechanics, and the Principles of
Mechanism ; Chenis/ry, both General and
Applicd, including practical instruction in the
Preparation of Chemica' Compounds, Quali-
tative Analysis, Quantitative Analysis, Ele-
mentary Practical Chenistry, Physiological
Chemi.try, and Chemistry in relation to
Hygiene and Forensic Medicine ; Mineralogy
and Geology, including practical courses in
Blowpipe Practice, B1lonpipe Analysis ana
Determinative Mineralogy, Assaying, and
Mininîg Geology ; Bio/ogy, including practi-
cal courses in Biology, Vertebrate Anatomy,
and Animal Ilistology ; and Mathematies
and Natral Pl//osop/iy. The Physical La-
boratory will be ready for the admission of
students at the commencement of the session
Of 1879-80, and will be furnished with a large
collection of instruments of precision for test-
ing the laws of Dynamics, Sound, Light, and
Hent.

There is, then, every prospect that at the
commencement of the session in October
next, the Province will at last be in posses-
sion of an institution where the latest results
of modern science can be taught in a manner
worthy of the importance of the subject. This
is a matter for congratulation, and it is to be
hoped that the number of students will be
such as to make the institution a thorough
practical success. In the meantime, and
with a view to further that desirable object,
I would venture to make a suggestion. With
all respect to the able Principal of the
School, it seems to me that a mistake bas
been made in doing away with the evening
classes which proved so attractive when the
School was located in the Mechanics' Insti-
tute. It is the custon, I believe, to have
evening classes in similar institutions in Eng-
land, such as the London School of Mines.
Presumably the School in this city has been
established for the convenience, not of its
Professors, but of the public, with whose
money it has been built and equipped. It
will hardly be denied, then, that it should be
so conducted as to be of the widest possible
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uisefulness; nor ivili it bc dcnicd. I think,
that its usefulness will be greatly increased
hy having evcning classes in addition to those
tld during the day. Many pcrsons whosc
time is fully occupicd during the day, wduld
bc glad to pay even larger fces than those
chargcd to day-scholars, in order to get a
sound practical knowledge of one or more
branches of science by attending classes two
or threc cvenings a week. The fecs could
form an addition to the salary of the Profes-
sors who gave the additional timc andlabour.
It would be casy to arrange the proposed
classes so as not to be burdensome on any one
ofthe Professurs. As an expcriment to be-
gin •ith, the classes might ba held on only
thc tirst three nights of th wecek. On Mon-
day evcning tlcre could be a class in Physics;
on Tucsday one in Chemistry; and en Wed.
nesday one in Biology, with practical courser
in each. Two hours might be profitably
spent on each evening,-onc with the lec-
tures, and the other with the practical
courses. In this vay no Professor would
be called upon to give up more of his time
than one night a weck. Surely thcre ought
not to be any difficulty in carrying out this
suggestion. T

EXAMINATIONS IN GEOMETR Y.

MR. EntTOR, I write for information.
Ias there been any agreement among Exam-

iners, or rule established by those in authori.
ty, to govern students in 7riting and deion-
strating propositions in Geometry, at our va-
rious examinations ? I have made diligent
enquiries in many directions but found little
satisfaction. Some would have every word
written in full, even to Quod eratdemonstran-
dum; while others give a list of symbols,
saying, these you shall use and no more;
but why these and no more does not appear.
I am informed that no examination passes
without a discussion among examiners upon
this question. The general rule seems to be,"use no algebraic symbols;" but who is to
draw the une and tell us what symbuls aC
algebraic and what geometric? May ve go
as far as Hamblin Smith goes ? If his mode

s

i

s
il

[We would like to hear from Mathemati-
cal Masters on this subject, which is one, asour correspondent indicates, upon which
there s a variety of opinion.-Math. Ed.,
C. E. M

IO

1

isaccepted in examinations for certificates will
it also b accceptcd in Toronto University?

Anothcr, and yet more important ques.
tion, arises in regard to demonstrations.
Must Euclid be followcd in all cases ? or
may we follow Hamblin Smith? If we de-
viate as far from Euclid as Smith, may we
not go yct further and write any logical dc.
monstration? The importance of the first
question will bc evidcnt from a comparison
of the length of the following :a

EudiadLet the straight lino E F, which
fails upon the two straight linos A B, C D,
make the exterior angle E G B equal to the
interior and opposite angle G H D, upon the
same side of the lino E F; or make the two
interior angles B G 1-, G H- D, on the same
side together equal to two riglt angles. Then
A B shall be parallel to C D.

Because the angle E G B is equal to the
angle G H D, (Hyp), and the angle E G B
is equal to the angle A G H (r--r5), thera-
fore the angle A G H is equal to the angleG Il D; (ax.i) and thcy arealternate angles,
therefore A Bis parallel to C D (1-27.)

I. S. Let the st. lino E F, falling on st.
lines A B, C D, make L E G B.-cor-
responding Ls G H D, or Ls B G H,
G Il D together=two rt. Ls, then in
cither case, A B must be il to C D •. L
E G B is given= L G H D, (Hyp) and
L E G B is known to be= L A G H, (I. S5).·. L A G H= L G H D, and these are
altornate Ls; .. A B is Il to C D. (1.27.)

At a glance any one vill see that at least
one third of the time is saved by the last
mode, a consideration of great importance in
competitive examinations. The importance
of the second question will appear from a
comparison of .he two methods of demon-
trating the fifth proposition B. I., as in

Pott's Euclid and Smith's Qeometry. Hop.
ng for light ; and apologizing for all this
pace, yet thinking the questions worthy of
t, I am, yours truly, TEACHER.
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EXAMINATION PAPERS AND SOLUTIONS.

INocr.-c pubish the rcmain*ng papcrs se ai thc Decccber Examinauions for Second-class Tcachersand Jnîcermcdiattc, with Solutions wth Arithmcuic. Atgcbrai Euclid and Nattiral Pisitosophy p.ipcrs. Anumber of selected questions in Algcbra, kindly sent us by a corre, ndent, wil be ha p foend the dc art-ment, the solutions to which will be given next month.-Axcnt.MAcAuaCnY, MAT. E trort, C.E.1.J

]BooK-KEE'ING.

x. Define Bills Payable, Intcrest, Draft,
Days of Grace.

2. What is a Trial Balance? When the
Dr. and Cr. columns are equal are the Led-
ger accounts necessarily correct ? Give rea-
son for your answer.

3. Define Cash Account, Stock Account,
Loss and Gain Account.

4. Give John Brown's Journal entries for
the following:-May rst, 1876. John Browns
Lclger shows the following Resources and
Liabilities :-Real Estate, $r,ooo; Mdse. on
hand, $6oo; Bank account shows balance to
his credit, $200; He holds a note against
James Muir to the amiount of $250; John
Smith's account shows a balance of $6oo in
favour of John Smith. His Blotter contains
the following entries:-

2nd-Paid, for rent, $120; and sold mdse.,
for cash, $80. 3rd Sold George Wilson
$r,ooo worth of mdse., and received in pay-
ment cheque on bank $6oo, cash $ioo, bal-
ance to remain on account. 4th-Bought
mrdse. from A. B., and gave him cheque
on Bank in full for $5oo. 5th-Paid John
Smith cash, on account, $450. 6th-Brown
received George Wilson's note at 3 mos.
for the balance of Wilson's account, and de-
posited the note in the Bank. Sth-Drew
from the Bank, cash, $Soo, with which bought
mdse., $200, lent A. Jones $roo of it, and
with balance bought a note against John
Smith, face of2note $550.

5. Write out the cheque receivcd from
Wilson on the 3rd, and the note given by
Wilson on the 6th, making the note negoti.
able.

6. Post the followingaccounts in theabove
(4)-Mdse., Cash, George Wilson.

ALGEDRA.

The following questions iii Algebra selectcd
fron various sources, will furnish good exer-
cise to can:didates for First Class Certificates
and University Matriculation Honours. Sol-
utions will be given in a future number.-
W. J. RoDEITSON, B.A., Co/. Zust., SI.
Catharinzes.

r. If 2a=y+z, 2b=zFx, 2c=.i+y, find
value of 2a 262 +2b 2 c2+2a*2c2-a-b-
c in terms of x, y, z, and express (x+y+z)
(x;y+yz+zx)-xy: in terms of a, b, c.

2. Prove that(a2+b 2+c2)a+-2(bc+ca+
ab)3 -3(a 2+b 2 .c 2) (ab+bc+ca)2=(a3
+b 3 +c 3 -3ab) 2 .

I 1 4
3. If-+-=-, shew that (a+b-c)a

b c a

+2(b+C-a)+(c+a-b)a=2 (b+c)a.

4. Find thenumericalvalue of b- IVa- c
b V a-V c

when a(b-c)2-c(b+)2=o.
5. If x+c be the H.C.M. of x 2+ax+b,

and x 2+ajx+b, shew their L.C.M. will be
x 3 +(a+ai--c)x2+ (aal-c2 ) X -- (a-c)
(ai-cyc.
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6. What value of y vill nake (2y 2 4-rf 2

+(l ry-Z)X-+4 and 21y 3 +yU)X-I< l> l2
-2y)r 2 (+, 2 +5y)X+5y-l comimensur-
nble?

7. Shew that X 4 +px3 + gx2 + rx-s 2,
can be rcsnlvcd into rational quadratic fac-

tors, if .2= 2 r 2

P -4g
S. If the equation x 2+3.t+q=o, have

equal roots, shcw that the cquation ax 2 +jÉ
(a+b)x+g(a+2)=o, has one of them,
rnd find the othcr.

9, Eliminate x, y, z, fron the cquations
x 2 ( y- z)=a3

y2(z+x)=b3
:2(Xq+y)=c3

xyz=abc
1o. Eliminate x bctwcen the equations

II I I
×+ -3 (x÷+ -)=m/ ; X:' -- 3(x- -- )

x1 x z 3  x
=11.

11. Shew that if x2 +.Fy2+qz2 is exactly
divisible by x2(ay+bz)x+abyz, then

- +-k I =o.
a 2 b2

12. If a, b, c are in Harmonic Progression.
prove a 2 

4 C2
.>2b2.

13. Sum to infinity 1
2X+2 2x

2
+ 3 2x3+

4 2x 4, and lience find the sum of
j2 22 32

2 22 23

14. The difference between the (n - )th

and nth termsofan H.P. is + , find
an12+ bnl+ C

the relation between a, b and c.

15. Shew that the sum of the products of
n quantities c, c2, c3, etc., taken m, and m to-
gether is

16. There are (p+g) mumbers, a, b, c,
of whichÊ are even and g odd. Shew that
the sum of the products taken 3 and 3 to-

getlcrofthe quantitics(-1)a. (-) b, (-)
is & of (7-p;a . 3(q2. 2)+2{g-)

17. f (I+x)n-=I4Ax A ,x2q4 AIx
&c.,and(l+x)-'=I+Blx+B

2 x2+3 3 x3
&c., shcw that., 2 n+421?+A B2+B,=o.

ARITIIMETIC SOl.UTIONS.-DEC. 1878.
r. Book-work. £7 7q. 71.
2. Blook-.work. 121, 13728.

3. Biook-work. 224X+=32 lbs. of chic-
ory; ... 192 lbs. of coffee. Again, 192X=
3o lbs.; .. 38z lbs.- 3 2=6 lbs. of
chicory to bc addcd.

4. 5X34=roQ ft. in bottom: 5 X 21× 2
=730 ft. in sides: 3jX2ýX2=1p ft. in
ends; .. total area of inside A" ft. =f
yds. at goc. a yd. =$5r. Ans.

5. '0025168+; '341246+. For colnractca
method, sec Robinson's or Brooke Smith's
Arithnctic.

6. A note for $73o drawn at go days at
8 %, will be worth 9o days hence, $744.40.

If discounted 45 days before maturity,
its present value at io % will be $744.40

or $73413 Ans. ($Z¾' is P. W.
of $i due 45 days hence @ ro %).

7. $(52 -4)=$48 P.W. ... $4 int. on $48,
or int. _. or -1z of principal for 8 months.
Again, $(75-5)=$70 P. W. ... $5 int. on
$70 or å or å of principal for unknown
time. ... time will be 8X or÷ 6 or6
months.

8. 28.Xl g=32c. selling price of ist
kind to gain 15 % ; 42c. X 7.2=502C. sell-
ing price of 2nd kind to gain 20 %. But
average price 35c.... gain ist kind (35-32)
=24c. a lb., and 5o2-35=152c. a lb. loss
on 2nd kind. To gain lc. we will have to
take lb. ist.; and to lose le. , lb. of
2nd; ... mix in proportion of 1 of ist to ,
of 2nd, or I :2.

9. 4X3XÎ=9 c. ft. Again, 270oX3x
2X.oo4XA«=61 c. ft. .'. loss (9-6Î) C.
ft.=2¾ c. It., or 25 %. Ans.
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'. (b) (ix-Y)3-(x-y)3 is exactly di-

visible by (ix-y)-(x-l) or -I.p)
c .•. exactly divisible by x+y. Or, put x+
Y=v, write x for -y in the expression

jx-y)3-(..-.4y)a and the rcsult is =o
.x+y is a factor.

2. (a) Book-work.

3. (a). (a+b)"+(a-6)4-2(a2-b2)2=
(a +b)4 2  

2+ { (a-b)2 1 2-2(a+b)2
(a-b)2= { (a+b)2-(a-b)2 2=16 2b2.

(M. 1 a+c+b) (a+c-b) 1 (a-c+
b) (-a-c4-b)k=1(a+c)2_-b 

{b2..
(a-c)2 1 ={ (a2 +c 2 + 2ac-b 2) (b2-a 2-
c2 +2ac). But c2 =a 2 +b2 . Substituting
and simplifying WC gct (2aCX2a2) (2ac-
2a 2)=4a2 c2 -4a 4. Substituting as above,
the expression becomcs 4a 2(as+b2)-4a4
=4a2b2.

b
4. Book-work. (b). -.

8a
5. Let xequalrate per hour of "City,"y

35 35'rate per hourof "Rothesay." -+-5 (
x y

42 42
-+.--=61. Eliminate x by multiplica-
x y-I
tion, resulting=n will bCy(y- 1)=2o, sol-
ving, y= 15 or - 14. Substitute positive
value in (1) and x is found to be 12.

6. (a). Book-work. (M). 4/3. (). 51 '.

(d).a-b. (e).x-x +y.

7. (r). x=-, y=--.
3 4

(2). After transposing add 28 to aach side
of the =n so as to get a quadratic in the
quantity under the radical sign, a very com-
mon expedient. Solving in the usual way, x
=40r-9,orj./ - 51.

8. Let a=middle number : then (z-i)
(x) (x+î)=45x'

x 2-1 =48
X2=49

;r=+7 .•. Nos. 6, 7, 8, or -8,
-7, -6.

abr e. b I9. (a). a(x-a)F.-å)=a, jx--(at ö)x+

a a

.•.a {x 2-(a+b)x+ab} =a bx+-+
ý--axa{x 2 +-= o+ a L

at 2+c+c=. (Sec Theory of Quad.
ratics.

(b). (2a 2-2ab)x+ab-b2=... =
b

-. But when roots ara =1 2=4ac and
2a

b
roots of ax2 +bx+c=o, become ach- -

2a(Sea Theory of Quadratics).

in n
10. -=-=k. .• kx, n ky.

x y
,fl

2  
;2Substitute these values in -+--, and ex-

a2 b2

pression becomes k2X ..

a2 b 2

Also, Ip 12 k2+ k 2y2
~X ~= -- = k 2 

... equali-z
2
+y n+y2_

ty is proved since cach expression=k2.

EUCLID SOLUTIONS.

2. (a) 120 0. (b) 720.

8. ABC being the given É, draw a straight
ine througli A parallel to BC. Bisect BC

in D, draw DE at right angles to BC. Join
BE, EC. BEC is the required .

9. Easily seen
AFC=ABFD. If F
be not the middle
point, let K be. Join G 1
KA, KC, KB, KD.
Then A AGK = n
DHK, also É GKC
=ABKH... AAKC
= DKB. Now 4 m
AKC is <AAFC or ADFB. HIence A
DKB is <ADFB, which is absurd. .•. K

Arts 
Deat
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is not the niddle point, and in same way
any other point but F may lie slicwn nt to
lie the iiddle point. .'. F is the 'niddle
point.

ro. Jruin DF,
throuigli 1 ulraw lwG F
paralll tI F). mnet-
in. CI) prîducci in ' ' G
G. Join FG. Tien j FC(G is required

c. For /\ 1FD=û FD, add Q FCD
0 .:acli. .'. &c.

r i. Common deduction follows imncdi-
ately after droppin.g a,-r on the rcmaining
side by Euc. 13k. Il. Props. 12 and 13.

NATVRAL Plril .Oso,'v SOLUTIONS.

i. Constructing a A whose sides arc par.
allel to the three givcn forces (weight, rc-
actio.n of plane and tcnsion), wc find that
these sides are as i/ : 1 1 1, i.e.,
zoo T R

- -: from which Tand le can be
1/g I I
fuund.

2. The centre of gravity is at distances
of 4.1 and 'D from the supports. Take mo-
nents abuut une of the supports, wc have

1SOX41=IoxP, or P=674; .'. the pres-
sure on the rtlcr:821.

3. If --v be wcight of plank and a and b
distances of centre ofgravity from bcnch, wc
have 2oo=a x w. i 2o(b+2) = (a - 2)w.
6 o(b+4):=(a-4)w, or ,=36o lbs.

4. For force cxerted by the horse in pounds

we have 2 150.
150

5. Height of tube =/s 30 in., arca of base
of vcsscl=/s 9 sq. in ; .·. pressure on bottonm

9X30
of vessel in ozs.=/s - -X1ooo= 561.

1728
wcight of water = Is pressure on table =27
c. in. in tube + 27 c. in. in vessel ; .*. pres-

54sure on table in ozs. =- -X 100o=3r .
1728

6. Let x= hcight of atmosphere in ft.;
pressure of air on sq. ft. in ozs.t- .2916Xx.
And pressure of column of mercury 30 in. in

30
height, on sq. ft.=- X 13.596 rooo ots.,

12

30
and therefore I.2916x==-< 13.596X rooo,

12
orx=26.3 16 ft.

TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS.
CHRONICLE OF THE MONTH.

WsT IURON TEACI ERS' ASSOCIATION.
-The above Association of Teachers held
their regular half-yearly meeting in the
Central School, Exeter, on Friday and Sa-
turdry, .Tnuary 24th and 25th. The at-
tendance was large and the greatest interest
and enthusiasm were manifested through-
out the meeting. A considerable portion of
the time was taken tip by Dr. McLellan,
who gave many useful hints and much valu-
able instruction on the method of Teaching,
Reading, Arithmetic and Algebra. In AI-
gebra, particularly, his unique method of
factoring, and his short and simple solutions

of difficult problcms were mucli adimired.
On the evening of Friday lie delivered his
popular lecture on "The Future of Canada,"
to a large and highly appreciative audience.

Inspector Miller, as representative to the
Provincial Association, gave an interesting
and detailed report of the last meeting of that
body, after which he took up the subject of
military drill in connection with school
vork, pointing out the many benefits arising

from a regular course of calisthenics and
physical training. The subject was made
practical by the teachers adjourning to
a large vacant room and going through a
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number Of movements under the dircction of
Mr. miller.

Mr. Il. J. Strang, B.A., of Godcrich,
deait in a vcry intcresting and instructive
manner with the difficultics analysis and
parsing prcsented ta him. Miss Spccr ahly
illustratcd ler methrd of teaching Canadian
IIistory to a class of bcginners, and Mr.
Grcg.ory treated Physiral Geography i'i a
simlarly alC manner. Mr. S. I als, in
a vcry lucid manncr discusscd the mctlod of
applying the principles of the Triangle of
Forccs to the soliution of problems in Xa-
tural Philosophly. A resolution was subse-
qucntly passed conveying the thanks of the
Association to Dr. McLcllan for his able
lecture ; and a motion, expressive of the
value of military drill, was aIso made by the
meeting, and unanimously agrced to.

W. R. MILLXR, SSrcary.

Ritssn., CUNrv TEACuiEas' içSOcIA-
TION.-The semi.annual meeting of this
Association took place in Duncanville, on
January 9th and roth. After the form:dl
business was despatched, Mr. Hill, of Bcar-
brook, read ·a paper on " The Introduction
of Grammar to Junior Classcs." After somc
discussion on this subject, Mr. W. R.'Rid.
dell, B.A., LL.B., &c , Mathematical Mas.
ter, Ottawa Normal Scliool, addrcssed lie
Association on "The Introduction of All
gebra to Classes, and the Treatment of Sim-
ple Rules." In the afternoon, Mr. Riddell,
by special request, showcd his method of
teaching Synthetic Division, and of con-
tracting Multiplication. A(ter the discussion
of these topics and many questions bcing
asked and answered, he addressed the Asso-
ciation on "I How to interest Pupils in the
Study of Arithîmetic." The Society deter-
mined the time and place of .jext meeting,
and adjourned.

A public entertainrvnt was held in the
Temperance Hall in the evening, which was
largely attended by the citizens of Duncan-
ville and vicinity. Mr. Riddell delivered a
popular lecture on " The Philosophy of
Dreaming," which was well received. Sev-
eral Dialogues, Recitations, and Songs fol-
lowed, interspersed by music.

On Satulday, the morning was taken up
by laers from MIr. J. 11clan, Ú.A., of
the Ottawa Collegiate Institute, and Mr.
John Mlunro, Principal rif the St. Gcorgc*s
Wardl Schol. Mr. McMiillan hai fcor lus
subjcrt, the " Discussion of some difficult
words in Parsing," and his rcmarks brought
on at lively and intercsting ticbate on several
points. 'Mr. Munro showcd praclically
"How to manage a Fourth Class in Teach.
ing Rcading." le had toi stand the ire of
a multiplicity of quiestions. all of an csscn-
tially practical ch.aracter, which, lie answcrcd
to the satisfaction of the audienec. At the
aftcrnoon session, Mr. Riddcll took up
I How' to Teach Fractions," ani Mr. A.

Smirle, Principal Central School, E. Otta-
va. "' The Use of the Blackboard," both of

whirli subjects were discussed by many mem-
bers of the Association. After votes of thanks
to the visiting gentlemen, the Association ad.
journed, well plcased with the success of the
Institute.

A pleasing teature in connection witlh the
meeting was the large proportion of visitors
not cngaged in teaching who attcndcd and
took an intcrest in the work going on.

Tunr NORFOLK TEACuERS' AssociATiON
met o' 17th and z8th January, at Simcoe,
eighty teachers being in attendance and a
dcep interest being manifestcd. Thesubjects
discussed were Grammar (Mr. Cron Icad.
ing), English Literature (Mr. Ferguson),
listory (Mr. Wm. H-. Smith), Algebra (Mr.

Merchanl), and Writing (Mr. G. McIntosh.)
On Friday evening a public meeting was

held, at whichi Rev. Mr. Alexander lectured
on " the Lady of the Lake " and a visit to
the Trossachs. Richard Lewis, Esq., of Tor.
onto. gave several dramatic readings.

On Saturday Mr. Lewis lectured on Read.
ing and Elocution for over four hours, giv.
ing a most masterly and exhaustive exposi-
tion ofthesubject. Officers 1879: President,
Horatio A. Courtland ; Vice President, W.
H. Smith ; Secretary, Rev. G. Grant, B.A.;
Committee of Management, Messrs. Parsons,
Chapman, Knowles, Weston and Dennis.
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CONTEMPORARY

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PUBLIC AND
IIGII, ALSO OF TIE NORMAL AND MO-

DEL, SCIIOOý.S OF THE PROVINCE OF
ONTARIO FOR TIE YEAR 1877, WITII AP-
PENDICES. By the Minister of Education.
Printed by order of the Legislative As-
sembly. Toronto : Hunter, Rose & Co.
The Report of the Minister of Education

for 1877, is before us, and as we look over
it we can realize something of Rip Van
Winkle's feelings on waking up after his
long sleep. A number of documents appear
in it that had passed from our remembrance,
and others obtrude themselves which, for
their faults, we had willingly forgotten. It
is greatly to be regretted that a report so
valuable to the public should appear a year
after its date. Might not the Minister, by
the infusion of increased energy into his sub-
ordinates, and by a little extra exertion on
his own part, get his Report out for the pre-
vious year before the end of the session of
the Legislature in the succeeding one? Sure-
ly if in England the Report on Elementary
Education for Great Britain for one year can
appear in the following June, we, who are
suppoged to be not quite so slow-going,
might have ours, for a population not one-
twentieth the size, out by the middle of
March. At any rate, we see no great
necessity, save as a matter of official eti-
quette, for holding back the Report -pre-
suming it has long ere now been ready-until
the House meets. It is not so clear that its
members are those most interested i. its
returns, and therefore they are not entitled to
any excess of courtesy. Perhaps public in-
terest in Parliamentary Blue books would be
greater, and to the advantage of the subjects
whereof they treat, if the traditional etiquette
that withholds them from the public eye un-
til their facts are stale, gave place to the con-
sideration of the public interest and the public
service. What motiveof political expediency

LITERATURE.

may be concealed in refusing to accept com-
mon sense suggestions in this matter, We are
not, of couse, careful to answer. But to the
report:-

The number of scholars attending the pub-
lic schools, in 1877, was 490,860, being
only 323 in excess of that of the previous
year ; though the school population, that is,
children between the ages of 5 and 16
years, showed a decrease of 7,445. In 1876
there was an increase of school population of
1, 167, and an increase of the total attending
school of 16,296. This contrast is further
increased in the returns of tl.ose not attend-
ing any school ; in 1876 there were 9,260,
while in 1877, the number swells up to
15,074, though during this period we are
told the school population decreased 7,446
Surely some explanation is needed to make
these returns intelligible ; or are they un-
trustworthy ?

The average daily attendance was 44 per
cent., an increase of one per cent. upon the
previous yeai. It is far from satisfactory to
know, however, that only 44 out of every
Ioo children received the full benefit of our
public school system. The evils of irregu-
larity of attendance, which this lamentable
state of things implies, are so forcibly point-
ed out in the Report of. the Inspector for
South Hastings, that we cannot do better
than quote his words:-

" To remedy this grea. evil in our Schools
calls forth the serious attention of every pa-
rent and ratepayer, for it neutralizes the bene-
fits to be derived from the best arrangements,
and the labours of the best Teachers. A
child may attend School, yet so irregularly,
or at intervals so far apart. that it will be for-
tunate if at the end of the year.he knows as
much as at the commencement."

The total expenditure for the year was
$3,073,489; this isalmost double what it.was
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ten years previous vhen the school attend-
ance was 4o,643, or more than three-fourths
of what it is now ; so that with one-fourth
more scholars, double the amount of money
is expended-a somewhat significant fact 1

There were 5, 140 schools, giving employ-
ment to 6,468 teachers, of whom there were
4oo more females than males. The increase
of teachers for the year was 283; and, since
the increase of scholars was but 323, we
come to the pleasing conclusion that there
are fewer scholars for eaclh teacher to man-
age-and a step towards a consummation de-
voutly to be wished.

In 1876, teachers of the Methodist denom-
ination took the lead in numbers, but they
were slightly outstripped by the Presbyterians
in the following year. It is worthy of remark
that out of 812 Roman Catholic teachers 478
are employed in the Public Schools, the re-
mainder working in their own Separate
Schools.

In regard to certificates, 250 teachers hold
first-class provincial, 1,304 hold second-class,
and 3,926 hold new County Board third class.
These are exclusive of old County Board
certificates which are yearly decreasing.
With such a preponderance of third class
teachers it behoves our educational authori-
ties tc -se theirutmost wisdom in improving
and extending the means provided for their
training. It is gratifying to find that the
firiancial position of the teacher is improving,
since there is an increase of $2oo,ooo upon
the s-ilaries for the year. The average salary
of m.le teachers in cities was $735, in towns
$583, and in counties $379 ; offemale teach-
ers in the same, $307, $269, and $26o respec-
tively ; this shows an average increase for
male teachers of $14, and for female teachers
of $12. It is odd to find, howevu,, that while
the highest salary paid in towns is $i, ;oo;

in cities it is only $î,ooo.
The number of High Schools and Colleg-

'ate Institutes in the Province is io4, with
9,229 scholars, who are taught by 280 teach-
ers at an average salary of $756, or an increase
of $23 upon the preyious year. Twenty-
seven of these schools charge a quarterly fee
ranging from 25 cents to $5-the remainder
are free. The total expenditure was $343,71o,

being at the rate of $37.1o per pupil ; the
cost per pupil in'the Public Schools being
$6.25.

In the High Schools there were 33 pupilsto
each teacher, in the Public Schools there werc
76. We are unable from the official tables to
say what the average attendance in the High
Schools was, ior are there any details as to
salary to enable us to state what was the
highest and lowest salary paid ; but any de-
fects in these are amply compensated for by
the able and judicious report of the High
School Inspectors, froin which we gather
that the average attendance for 1877 vas 56
per cent. -if those entered on the registers.
Did our space permit, we would gladly deal
with this report in greater detail, but we con-
tent ourselves by quoting the following sug-
gestion in reference to our National Universi-
ty ; which, to some extent, runs parallel te a
few remarks we ventured in all friendliness
to make in regard to this Institution in an
other plar.e.

" We hold further that, as the matricula-
tion examinations of the University of Toronto
practically determine to .. great extent the
work of the High Schools, and as a national
university does not exist for itself alone, but
for the educational interests of the communi-
ty that supports it, the curriculum for these
examinations should be so framed as to en-
courage in the High Schools the study of
those subjects which the'general interests of
the community require to be tauglit there.
Chemistry, we maintain, is one of these sub-
jects, and we desire to place on record our
conviction that the Senate of the Provincial
University in ignoring its claims as a subject
for matriculation in arts, when they last revis-
ed their curriculum, adopted a policy direct-
ly injurious to higher and secondary, and in-
directly injurious to primary education."

The Report of the Normal Schools con-
tains ample information as to the number of
students, the locality they come from, etc., but
nothing of the cost of these institutions apart
from the Model Schools. After a good
deal of search we found that the attend-
ance at the Normal and Provincial Model
Schools was goo ; their cost was $43,z66.34,
being at the rate of $48 per pupil. This
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makes a model school scholar cost more than
seven times as much as a s*tholar in the pub-
lic schools.

There is a great unanimity in the Public
School Inspectors' reports upon the good re-
sults that have followed the establishment of
County Teachers' Associations, and County
Model Schools; upon the evils of irregular
attendance ; and the frequent change of
teachers. A very decided opinion is express-
ed in favour of Township Boards, and in
the thoroughly business-like conference of
Inspectors upon the establishment of schools
in outlying districts, presided over by the
Deputy Minister, Dr. Hodgins, at Belleville,
these gentlemen took time by the forelock
and made " a strong recommendation in
favour of the establishment of Township
Boards in the Townships of unorganized
districts "-a wise and timely recommenda-
tion.

In no inspectoratedo we find that the mo-
dicum of four months' compulsory attend-
ance at school, as provided for by thie law, is
enforced. This is a piece of fancy legisla-
tion of which we have too much on o-r sta-
tute book. Yet in several of the Inspectors'
reports attention is called to the number of
children who would be benefitted bya whole-
some systen of compulsion.

The intelligence, public spirit, and unsel-
fish interest manifested by the Inspectors in
these reports warmly commend them to trus-
tees and to the public, both of whom, we fear,
are but too little aware of the arduous and
disinterested character of their work.

The report of the Sub-examiners on the in-
termediate examination of July last, is valu-
able, and did our space permit we could not
serve High and Public School Teachers bet-
ter than by giving it in extenso in our co-
lumns. They state that Arithmetic and
Gramniar showed the best results, English
Composition, we regret tosay, the worst. At-
tention is called to the neces.y of using
throughout a proposition of Euclid letters
corresponding with those in the diagram.
The employment of Roman capitals in the
diagramis is recommended, and that of num-
erals deprecated. It is recommended to be-
gin the statement, construction, and demon-

stration as new paragraphs. They ask
" Should any corrections made by the can-
didate on the spelling paper be allowed ?"
They report that too little attention is paid
to the kind and connection of the clauses in
grammatical analysis - "a branch of the
subject which affords by far the greatest men-
tal discipline ;" and theymight have added
-Culture.

In the business-like report on the County
Model Schools, we observe that a number of
these schools are yet in charge of Principals
whose qualifications are below those required
by the Regulations. This is inevitable ow-
ing.to the circumstances attending their in-
ception. It is properly pointed out that the
great aim of these schools is " to enable the
students to obtain practical knowledge of
the art of teaching, and of the ability to go-
vern a school." We regret exceedingly to
find that the most prevalent faults on the
part of the Teachers-in-training, are neglec
in preparing the lessons they have to teach,
and sluggishness in conducting them. These
are at the root of most of the bad teaching
throughout the Province, and we trust that no
effort will be spared on the part of both the
Irspector and Principals of these schools by
both precept and example to eradicate them.
A difficulty has been found by the Princi-
pals in securing sufficient time to devote to
the special instruction of the students.
This can only be successfully overcome
by leaving them free to give their attention
not to a single class,'but to all the classes in
the school, and the technical trainingsof
these young people can then be easily sand-
wiched in.

We have thu. ut before our readers, in
such detail as our space would allow, the
most interesting items of the Minister's Re-
port. They show conclusively the import-
ance the people of Ontario attach to the edu-
cation of the youth of the country. When
we look back we cannot but admire the wise
forethought and executive ability of hin who
made it possible to accomplish the resuits
shown by this Report-the venerable Chief
Superintendent who was so long at the head
of the Department. When we look forward,
we can as little refrain from echoing the Hon.
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Mr. Crooks' patriotic wish, to which lie
gave expression from his seat in the House :
" That no person should ever be found to
mar the harmony of our Educational Insti-
tutions, by making political capital out of
them." There will alvays be some who vill
grumble at their cost, and perhaps not a few
who will care more to cavil at, than to aid,
their administration, but the high-minded,
devoted Minister, who seeks the true weal
of the great trust committed to him, hecd-
less of party advantages and party clamour,
will find public sympathy always ranged on
his side into whatever pitfalls political kna-
very may lead him to stumble.

MILTON's PARADISE LOST, (Books I. & IL)
hy John Seath, B.A., Principal, Collegiate
Institute, St. Catharines. Second Edi-
tion. Toronto : Copp, Clark & Co.,
1879.

LONGER FyNGLIS1I POEMs, by J. W. Hales,
M.A. London: Macmillan & Co., 1878.

The two books now under review both be-
long to the sane class of School Classics and
profess to furnish the sane kind of informa-
tion and material for the guidance of the
student of English Literature.

In both alike the grammar and the style
of composition of the authors treated of are
elaborately dissected, their figures of speech,
their rythm, their modes of expression dis-
cussed and analyzed, their recondite allusions
explained, parallel passages collocated, and
the derivation of all important words given
with considerable detail.

Upon the whole we do not think that
Canada need be at all ashamed of Mr. Seath's
work as compared with the more ambitious,
but perhaps less carefully executed, work of
the English Professor. In fact, while we
shall have occasion to point out many slips,
and, to our mind, erroneous conclusions in
Mr. Hale's book, we are constrained to say
that a close perusal of the above edition of
Milton has resulted in our failing to discover
in it more than a few points deserving of
adverse criticism.

In the first place Mr. Seath gives us in his
ntroduction a clearly written acount of

ilton'à life and of his great prose and poeti-

cal works, followed by an extremely useful
and well selected series of extracts fron the
principal criticisms which have appeared
from time to time froin the pens of different
great authors upon the subject of Milton's
genius and especially as this vas displayed in
his great poen, the " Paradise Lost." To
this succeeds some preliminary notes on the
origin, scheme and scansion of the poein-
the first two books of which are then given
(interleaved for the greater convenience of
the student.) The rest of the volume is oc-
cupied by the notes, to which we will at once
tura our attention. In the first place, we
hardly think there was any necessity to ex-
plain the vord "that" in the line, "of that
forbidden tree whose mortal fruit, &c." as
meaning " the well known." Such a con-
struction appears unnecessary, since Milton
goes on to describe the tree fully as " that
whose mortal fruit brought Death into the
world." The fact appears to be tht no
other sense was intended to be conveyed than
would have passed by the words "the
forbidden tree," and that the word " that "
was preferred on account of its fuller sound
and the greater power which it has in linking
the parts of the line, both in sense and scan-
sion, into one harmonious whole.

Perhaps the greatest and most besetting
fault that commentators have to avoid is the
tendency that undoubtedly exists to explain
and elucidate what is already sufficiently clear.
We can best illustrate our meaning by re-
marking how unnecessary it was to comment
upon line 224 by the statenient that the
" vale " where Satan had lain prostrate on
the Lake of Fire, "is not supposed to have be-
come a permanent depression." Surely Mr.
Seath can hardly ever have come across a
boy so perversely ingenious as to imagine
such a thing for a moment

We must also differ froni Mr. Seath in the
question of the preference that should be
given between the two constructions of the
celebrated line in which the East is described
as showering "on its Kings barbaric pearl
and gold." After giving all due weight to
the arguments he adduces, we must say that
to our mind the epithet " barbaric " applies
to the Kings, and not to the "pearl and gold."
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In the first place, although gold jeweller
mnight %veil have bccn called by the Grcck,ý
"barbaric," inasmuch as it would show its
strange origin by the style of the workinîan.
ship bestowed upon it, yet there is no author-
ity as far as we are aware for gold, as
gola', being called "barbaric," and in the
nature of things it would not be so called,
inasmuch as ail the gold used in Greece vas
imported, so that if any of it was called bar-
baric, so must it ail have been. As to the
argument based upon the position of the
Caesural pause, we can only remark that what
Mr. Seath calls monotonous is to our cars an
appropriate and harmonious repetition of a
stately cadence, fitting well %vith the regal
and stately object that is being describeci.
We might mention one or two more similar
instances (as at line 636 B. Il., where close-
sailng should be read "close-hauled," or
"close to the wind," not "sailing close to.
gether,") but it is unnecessary for us to do so.
It would be difficult to convey higher praise
to Mr. Seatlh than that which is implied in
the fact that a search sufficiently careful to
detect such trivial and doubtful shortcomings
as these, lias not resulted in the detecting of
a single error of importance.

We cannot say as much for Mr. Hales'
work. It contains several inaccuracies that
might have been easily avoided. While
going out of his way to point out that Dr.
Johnson was in error as to the date of Gray's
birth, le himself mis-states the date of Gray's
death, which took place on the 3Oth, not the
2oth of July, 1771.* Both the date
of Goldsmith's birth and the date of
his death are given incorrectly. The
first should be the ioth, not the 29th
November, 1728, and the latter should be
the 4th of April not the 25th of March, 1774
Our author is again in error in regard to the
year of Dryden's death, which is given as
1700, instead of 1701.

The following criticisms appear to us to be
the reverse of elucidations, and had better be
altered in the next edition. Ir Spencer's
"Prothalamion," the river is.supposed to bid
its waves not to wet the feathers of the two

* Mitford's " Life of Gray," p. 59, "Memoirs of H.
Cary," vol. I., p. 223.

vhitt swans "lcast (i.e. lest) they might
soylc their fayre plumes." Surcly this is so
simple that a child might read it, and what
need is there to bring in a long rigmarole
about " soiling their fair plumes in the /east
degree ?"

Commenting on the second line of Mil.
ton's "lymnonthb Nativity,p"weare told that
"v should rather say " whereon " than
S'fwhcin" But the phrase taken in full is

as follows: This is the month and this the
happy morn wherein, &c." Now, wherein
is clearly applicable to the word month,whilst whereon would only be fitted for use
in connection with "the norn," so that our
editor had better have left this point alone.
On page 244 we notice two blunders. In a
well-known quotation from the "Merchant of
Venice," a word is omitted utterly ruining
both the sense and the hannony of the pass-
age. Immediately below it ve are told that
the older English writers used the perfect in-
finitive to express an unaccomplished pur-
pose. This is intended to explain the phrase,
plSuch strains as wozld have won the ear of
Pluto." But it is not necessary to point out
that the perfect infinitive alone conveys no
such notion. In the above instance it is
the word " would " that implies the doubt of
attainment, and in the parallel passages
quoted in the text the place of " would " is
supplied by the verbs "purposed," "thought"
and " trusted " to have done so and so. The
explanation of the word "grain " on p. 246is incomplete, as not distinguishing or indeed
so much as mentioning the expression "grain
of wood." In remarking on IlPetnseroso, we
are told that the "studious cloysters' pale"
probably refers to St. Pauls' cloisters, aI-
thougli they were pulled down half a
century before Milton was born, and that
the Ihigh embowered roof" of the cathedral
probably refers to old St. Pauls' or West-
minster Abbey.

Surely aIl this is vexy unnecessary guessing.
Milton if he thought of any particular clois-
ters, probably thought of one of the colleges of
Cambridge ; and Ely or a dozen other cathe-
drals would have come to his recollection
quite as quickly as St. Pauls'.

Before leaving Milton we must protest
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against the strained and unnatural meaning
forced upon the opening passage in "Lycidas."
Ve must suppose forsooth that Milton

opened that impassioned dirge by obtruding
himseif upon the reader, and that the beauti-
fil lnes in which lie bewails the "bitter con-
straint and sad occasion dear" that forces
him to forestall the wonted time and pluck
the ivy and myrtle in memory of his friends,
refer to his having determined to write no
more poetry for some time to come and to a
breach of that determination caused by his
loving regrets for Lycidas. Milton felt too
deeply the inner laws of poetry, and had far
too intense feelings, to commence a dirge with
an apology for himself. It is of Lycidas he
sings, not of Milton. Laurels and myrtles
may fot be funereal emblems, but what of
that? they are appropriately enough gathered
for the funeral of a paet. Lastly, when we
consider that the poem was written in the
autumn, we can see clearly that the phrase,
h1 come . . . to shatter your leaves before

the mellowing year " has a direct and
natural meaning, and that the constru,'ion
which would turn the "mellowing year " into
some period when, and not till when, Milton
might, could, should or would, have written
poetry, is unnatural and unnecessary.

In speaking of Goldsmith, the epithet
wandering Po " applies not to its floods, as

Mr. Hales tells us, but to its shifting course
and varying beds and channels. In com-
menting on St. Agnes' Eve, it is misleading
to say that Madeline really wakes at line 330.
She has been awake some stanzas before
that, which is more than ve can say for the
editor. Had he said that at line 330 she
first realizes that she is awake, we should have
agreed wvith him.

We have not mentioned half the blurs we
intended to point out, and we are glad to be
able to finish with a word of praise for the
useful index at the end, which might, how-
ever, have been made a little fuller.

TuE EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR, (No. 8.)
Fredericton, N. B., Printed for the Edu-
cation Department, by Barnes & Co., 1879.
This semi-annual of the Chief Superin-

tendent of Education of New Brunswick-

.rI --- "'. I21

Dr. Theodore H. Rand-seems somewvhat
to correspond to the Report of the Minister
of Education for Ontario as an official com-
munication on the subject of Education and a
statistical hand-book of the Provincial
Grants. Besides the official notices of the
Department, lists of the teachers, and other
statistical matter, the half-yearly Examina-
tion papers are given on the various subjects
of school management and work. But the
main features of the Circular are those that
record the proceedings at the Teachers' In-
stitutes throughout the Province, and of the
Educational Institute at its annual meeting
at Fredericton last August. These are given
in considerable detail; many of the papers
read at thegatherings beingprinted inextenso
in the Circular. Most of these are charac-
terized by vigour of thought and elegance of
diction, which, with evident enthusiasm
in their composition, makes them pleasant
and instructive reading. All of them dis-
play ability, and indicate a degree of interest
in the work of the teacher which must have
a stimulating effect upon education in the
Province. Im nuy not be amiss if we quote
some of the subjects of these papers ; and
the Circular itself might with advantage be
consulted by those wishing to prepare them-
selves to address Institutes in our own Pro-
vince, or ta chmmunicate papers on topics
kindred tateaciers'w~ork. In ticEducational
Institute proceedings, the papers given at
length, are "How to study Literature," by
Prof. Harrison, LL. D., of the Provincial
University ; and "A Course of Instruc-
tion," by Principal Crockett, of the Nor-
mal School. Those in the proceedings of
the Teachers' Institutes, i*n the various In-
spectoral Districts, are "The Necessity and
Means of elevating the Teaching Profes-
sion," by Mr. W. G. Gaunce ; " Physical
Culture," by Miss' Smith ; " Inducements
to study and the means of Culture," by Mr.
P. Girdwood ; "School Management," by
Mr. Thos. O'Reilly ; "Natural Science as
a part of School Education," by Mr. G. A.
Hay; and "The Teaching of Composition
in our Elementary Schools," by Mr. R. S.
Nicholson.
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PRACTICAL HINTS ON CLASS MANAGE-
MENT. ByJames Saunders. London and
Edinburgh : Thomas Laurie ; Toronto:
James Campbell & Son.

Text-books in pedagogics are, in general,
unutterably dull, prosy, and full of plati-
tudes. If you wade through one you proba-
bly find little to object to, cxcept that the
writer has made his book as unintercsting as
a sermon and as gloomy as a funeral. Mr.
Saunders deserves praise for having tried to
say what lie lias to say in an interesting man-
ner, and lie bas succeeded very fairly.
Thougli by no means a master of style, lie
lias wliat the plirenologists call the bnmp of
human nature tolerably well developed. Bis
native shrewclness, and a certain originality
that he has, likewise, stand him in good
stead. Many of the headings of his chapters
are decidedly attractive, as for example,
" On Roundabout Teaching." " On Dealing
with Angry Mothers," On the wiole the
book is pithy and pointed.

The work is intended for pupil-teachers,
and is remarà<ably practical in its character.
It would suit our third-class teachers far bet-
ter than Currie's Common School Education
vhich is at present prescribed for their use,

because it is shorter, more interesting, and
written to warn beginners off the rocks and
shoals on which they are apt to make ship-
vreck. The following extract will give a
fair idea of the mode of treatment adopted :

" Many young teachers, especially in Sun-
day Schools, are satisfied with teaching a
tithe or a moiety of their children. Some
rest contented if, out of the whole class, one
solitary boy condescends to favour them with
an occasional glance and a casual answer,
bestowed much as a half-penny is tbrown at
a beggai. Now, do not, I pray you, be
humiliated in this way. Teach all your
children ; and insist on every one giving you
his undivided attentiun. A goud preacher
will rivet the eyes even of the choir. Re-
member that the whole of your flock require
supervision ; and those most of all in the
background or on the outskirts.

"Some teachers are adepts in the art of
'how not to du it.' Their senses are as
dull as those of an inspector of nuisancez, or
a policeman when going past a fout slaughter
house or a gambling tavern."

EXcERCIsEs IN ARITHMETIC.-By A. Mac-
MAurchy, M.A., Canadian authorof Smith
and MlacMurchly's Arithimetic for Canadian
Schools. Toronto : Copp, Clark & Co.

This neat and handy volume of exercises
is intended to help the student in acquiring
a more thoroughly independent knowledge of
Arithmetic than the mode of treating the
subject neccssarily adopted in a text book
renders possible without largely increasing its
bulk. The problems vhich are carefully
graduated in difficulty, are divided into sets
of twclve eacli, and cover exhaustivcly the
ground to be traversed by both juniors and·
seniors. The collection vill be found cx-
tremcly useful not only for High School
entrants and junior Public bchool classes,
but for Honour University Examinations.
While the common types are fully represent.
cd, there are a large number of examples of
an unusual character-a feature which can-
not fait to recommend this volume to the

profession. Some of the Examination pa-
pers set by the Department are inserted, ap-
parently in deference to the prevailing
fashion, though by his moderate use of this
lately invented mode of book-niaking, the
author shows his knowledge of the truc func-
tion of a teacher and the proper place of ex-
aminations in our system of education. IL
is peculiarly refreshing after the surfeit every
one hasliad of disquisitionslearned and other-
wise on the " Unitary Method," to come
across a Canadian work of the merit of the
one before us, in which the author does not
consider it incumbent upon him to ring the
changes on this la-it specific for mental in-
aptitude. It is too generally lost sight of,
we fear, that our schools are intended to af-
ford besides mental discipline, preparation
for the duties of actual life that is absolutely
necessary in a country like ours. As Prof.
Goldwin Smith lately remarked in a conmu-
nication to the Mail, "our syste'm of Public
Instruction would probably be better for re-
vision with a view of giving a more practi-
cal character to the instruction." His re-
marks apply with special force to the case
before us. In this new-fangled love for the
people's logic, the practical value of the rule
and formula is in danger of being overlooked.
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Smith and MacMurchy's Text Book in
Arithmetic assigns to both rule and ana-
lysis their proper places in the study of this
science. The author of the Exorcises with
a just estimate of his reputation, bas not
thouglit it necessary, wc note, to state the
exact amount of originality ho has infused
into his collection. It will not bc out of
place, however, for the reviewer to mention
that in this respect as well as in others, his
volume will gain by cômparison with simi-
lar productions.

We arc not in a position to assure tcachers
that the use of this collection of problems
will insure the passing of thcir pupils at th-.
Departmental Examinations, but we can
truthfully recommend it as an excellent help
to acquiring a thorough knowlcdge of what,
apart from its examinational value, is justly
held to be a very important subject. We
need only add, in brief, that the work is what
we should have expected from a scholar and
teacher of Mr. MacMurchy's well-known
ability and excellence.

THE STUDENT'S ALGEBRA, by the Right
Reverend John William Colenso, D.D.,
Lord Bishop of Natal. Toronto: James
Campbell & Son, 1879.
In former editions, part I. of Colenso's

Algebra embraced the elementary rules,
Equations, Progressions, &c., and the Bi-

nominal Theorem. To this bas been added
the Multinominal Thcorem, Logarithms and
the Exponential Thcorem, Continucd Frac-
tions, Indeterminate Coefficients, &c.

Besides this, abbreviatcd methods of cx-
tracting square and cube roots, and a method
of evaluating vanishing fractions have been
inserted ; the chapters on Quadratic Equa-
tions, Indeterminate Equations, and Pro-
gressions have been considerably extended ;
Inequalities have becen introduced ; and Per-
mutations and Combinations, the Binominal
Theorem and Notation have been more fully
treated.

Oxford' and Cambridge University " Local
Examination Papers" with solutions or
answers have also been appended, the wholc
forming a handy little volume of 370 pages,
edited with the author's sanction, by the
Rev. John Hunter, M.A.

The proofs are concise and to the point, the
explanations brief, clear and full, the exercises
not too numerous, yet selected with due re-
gard to range and variety. The student is
thus at once led to pin his attention on the
essential facts as lie procceds, and is enabled
to retain the subject as a whole in his grasp
when he has finished the volume.

As a text-book for candidates for first and
second-class certificates and for students pre-
paring for University Matriculation examin-
ations we can recommend none more suitable.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

TOPICS OF THE TIME.

TIrE determination of at least one house
in the Canadian Book Trade to make hay
while the sun shines, is having a disastrous
effect upon the country booksellers, who, in
various sections of the Province, are crying
out against the evil of over-production in
native school-bàok literature and the uncer-
tainty that prevails as to What are and
what are not "authorized text-books." The
Brockville Monitor of the 3rd ult., devotes

two columns of its issue to a statement of
the evils which the trade of that section
suffers from in consequence of the many
changes that have of late taken place in the
school-books authorized for use in the pro-
vince, and which entail serious loss upon the
booksellers, as well as upon the parents of
children attending school. But the con-
plaint of the Mnitor is not so nuch against
the changes and additions in the list of au-
thorized books made by the Minister of
Education, as against the alleged unscrupu.
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lous action of the Toronto wholcsale houses

in pushing thcir publications into the hands
of tcachers and the trade as authorizxd text.

,books without respect to the truth of the
statemcnt, and in utter disrcgard of honour
and fair dcaling. A further charge, and one
more particularly directed against a certain
favoured house in the Toronto trade, is that,
availing itself of special sources of informa-
tion-how acquired, it is not known-it
makes announcement of changes about to bc
made in the lists, and 'hcreupon procecds to
cajole the profession into introducing, and
the booksellers into purchasing, quantitics
of books which, pcrhaps, never become au-
thorized, or are almost instantly supcrsedcd
by some other edition having the approval of
the Department. A vicious statc of things
in connection with thesc trade monopolies
and rivalries is said to exist, and the pub-
lishing houses of the city, unless scriously
calumniated, possess no enviable reputa-
tion. The vocabulary of phrases which the
Monitor makes use of to characterize the acts
o the trade in this matter is no mild or
liiiited onc ; and a reign of corruption and
imposition is said to have begun "which if
not checked in time will lead to a hurricane
by-and-by." For the nonce, in perusing the
article, we had almost persuaded ourselves
that we had taken up an American journal,
and that what was narrated of the doings of
publishing bouses in our midst was surely de-
scriptive of the keen and often crafty rivalry
of some enterprising firm in the trade on the
other side of the lines. The control of a
school journal, too, with all that is implied
among our American cousins in having "an
organ in the interest of the house," figures
also in the Monitor's indictment of the
Toronto book houses, and gives verisimili-
tude to the supposed sketch of American
trade tactics. The "metamorphosing of
teachers into agents for its circulation," and
"its ready-made medium of indirect pres-
sure upon the profession " in pushing the
wares of the house owning it, with other in-
jury to the cause of education and of morals,
are further commented upon as evils of
alarming import. But besides all the trade
manipulation and chicanery which the Moni-

for secms to have reason for denouncing, a
grave charge is made against the Minister
of Education, though absolving him person-
ailly from intent to do wrong. Says the Mon-
tor: " But unfortunatcly for the good nanme
of the minister, nnd for the well-bcing of the
public intercsts, lie has lent himself unques-
tionably too nuch, from causes aircady indi.
cated, to the views of some publishing houses.
in Toronto and their satellites, whose princi-
pal object is to make money, no matter how
the thing is done." This charge is unsubstan-
tiated by any statement of facts, though if
what is said by the Brockville journal about
the minister bcing " jockeyed and riddcn too-
much by some of the unscrupulous Toronto-
firms " be truc, we should think it possible
that, though guite guiltless himself, the
sanction of the Department has been gained
for acts interestedly donc by others, and
fron no motive of the public good. If the,
charges of the Monitor in this matter have-
evcn a modicum of truth, there would seem
to be further appropriateness in our com-
ments of last month upon the necessity for
rigorous impartiality in the work of the Ad-
visory Committee upon text-books. That
any favouritism should be shown by those
who aid the Minister in the work of selecting
and approving the text-books for use, is a.
reprehensible act, and any betrayal of the
secrets of the Central Committee room that
would give improper advantage to a house in
the trade, is a gross breach of trust. But it is.
to be hoped that there is no reason to doubt
that those composing theAdvisory Committee
of the Minister are gentlemen, notwithstand-
ing the infraction of the code of propriety and
official conduct which was morally brought
home to some of its members last winter.
In the public interest, however, the Minister
would do well to take note of such causes of
complaint as those the Monitor makes public,
and, by giving a considerate ear to represen-
tations made honestly and with presumed
reliableness by those interested in, or affected
by, the acts of his department, he will acquit.
himself well of the high trusts committed to-
him, and faithfully serve the great cause he
officially represents. But the prime remedy-
for the evils complained of seems to be in
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giving effect to the circular on school text-
books issued by the Departmcnt on the 7th
September last, which will bc found in
-our issue for january. If attention bc givcn
to that announcemrpnt, and care takcn by the
Public School Inspectors that its provisions
arc carricd out, the trouble will at least bc
Jargcly mitigatcd. Couplcd with this, as the
Monitor suggcsts, official lists should froni
timc to time bc issued of the books author-
izcd for use in the schools; and it would be
well to indicate'in some special manner the
additions and substitutions made in the in-
tcrval between the issues of the lists. Neither
the trade nor the local school authorities, it is
proper at any rate to say, should be left to
find out what arc the authorized books froni
the publishers intercsted in their manufacture
and sale ; and it should be the duty of the
Inspectors of Schools, if the operations of the
trade cannot be characterized by honour as
well as by enterprise, to liedge the institutions

xinder their supervision from the imposition,
in this matter, of cither self-intercst, or casy
inorals.

WITH the bcginning of the year educa-
tionat work starts upon a new career under
the fostering care of that part of our school
.government devised for local administration
-the Boards of School Trustecs. The heat
-and turmoil of elections arc over, and keen
or sluggish as may have been the interest
awakened in the contests, we trust that good
mcn have everywhere been returned. That
this lias been the case, while party wire-
pulling lias its meshes over the office of school
trustee as over everything else, is perhaps
too much to expect. We are a much gov-
erned people, and the evil deity of politics
has in this machinery of our school law a
fine opportunity to assert itself, and to govern
the boards as the boards again govern the
schools. That it takes due advantage of the
opportunity but too often is the fact, and that
too, with the shout of party and the triumph
of augmented power. But with whatever
zest politics takes hold of this added
sphere of influence, and to its encroachments
we fear education only too feebly resigns it-
self, we trust.that the new year brings to our

school boards that higli motive in their work
that will subordinate ail other influences to
those that are effective only to the best and
lasting interests of the schools. It is no age
of high emotion, nor is it markcd by any
great dcgrec of carnestness or fervour, but if
any interests of the community call for inten-
sity of feeling and impulsivencss of ardour in
contributing to its highest welfare, that in-
terest is the cause of cducation and with it
the cfficiency of the schools. To takc a
liberal vicw of the educational wants of a
town, and to maintaii and extend the ma-
chincry of school work, is the urgent demand
of the time; and nio aspect of civic life is
more plcasing, or fraught with greater bless-
ing, than the resolute endeavour of a con-
munity to broaden and deepen the founda-
tions of the educational fabric in its midst.
Looking at the liberal provision made by the
legislature of the country to promote educa-
tion, and the elaborate Pnd far-reaching ma-
chinery of its operation in Ontario, a stranger
would say that we arc in carnest in this work,
and doubtless we are. But thcre are many
impediments to our success, chiefly in our
working along the dcad lines of regulation
method, and in the deep trenches of a rou-
tine-system, while we should rather be throw-
ing forward our outposts and extending the
column of attack along the upper plain of pro-
gress and over the mounds of circumlocution
and red-tape. In some respects, government
control of education is a check rather than a
gain to its progress, and the machinery neces-
sary to its working too often chokes off the
impulse to active and enthusiastic local
effort. We rely too much upon what the De-
partment may do for education. In many
quarters, however, individual vitality and a
hearty. civic spirit give impetus to the work
which the paternal systeni is apt to dull
and enfeeble. And it is here that local school
boards should find their true and proper
work, to reinforce the departmen. machinery
with increased vigour and effect, and teo im-
part that vitality to its work which will carry
it on to triumph and success. Realizi.ig this
function, and zealously intent on working it
out, there should be a hearty and interested
co-operation -with the teacher, and that cor-
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diality of relationship that would incite him to
nnd encourage him in his work. ie should al-
ways fccl sure of his support and cver recruit
his strength and his ardour in the face of men

kindly appreciative of his labours, and uni-
fornly friendly to hiniself. In such a spirit,
and with sucli aims, school trustecs should
come to their new ycar's dutics, and in this
way they vill best serve the local intcrests
with whiclh they arc cntrustcd, and most sat-
isfactrily advance the gencral cause of
school work.

And as ve vrite there sems to bc occa-
sion to urge Trustecs to be faithful in

another duty, viz.: jealously to guard the
powcr past legislation has given them in
making efficient provision for the mainten-
ance of the schools. In the Ontario Legis.
lature, the Minister of Education, % c sec, is
about to introduce a ncasure iiposing sone
restriction upon their riglts, and empower-
ing town and city councils to control, in
some proposed degree, the lcvies made upon
them for school purposes. We nced hardly
say that this is a menacing danger which
Trustces should instantly seek through thcir

representativcs to avert, for no measure is

more vital to the weal of education *lan that

secured by the late Chief Superintendent,
which is sought now to be modified or im-
paired by the Act of the Minister.

TH E Montreal Gazette of the 7th ult. does
TuE MONTILY the honour of devoting a
leader, under the captio•1 of " Comparisons,"
to the subject of an editorial note in our last
issue-The state of English Primary Educa-
tion in the Province of Quebec. While em-
phatically endorsing our remarks, and urg-
ing upon the Protestant School Commis-
sioners the necessity of giving the matter at-
tention, our contemporary, however, takes
exception to a circumstance we incidentally
referred to-the sharp contrast between the
zeal and enterprise wiich, in so marked a
degree, cbaracterized the efforts of the On-
tario Education Department in representing
at the Paris Exposition the machinery and
exhibits of its work, and the poverty of the

exhibit and lcsscr intcrcst evinced, in the dis.
play of the Qucbcc Bureau. The Gar.c, in
support of its position, points to the cqually
distinguished honours accordcd to the Edu-
cational Commissioncrs•of Qucbcc as wcrc
accoricd to those of the Ontario Dcpart-
ment. It also refers to the recognition of the
litcrary and official industry of the former
Chie Superintcndent of the Province which
sccurcd for that gentleman the insertion of
his revicw of " Canada's Educational Sys-
tcm," in Dr. Sclmid's Grcat Germon En-
cyclop:edia.

Our answcr to our contcmporary is a vcry
brief one,-that we arc vcry far fron desir-
ing to rob citler Quebec, or Qucbec Educa-
tionists, of the honours due to them. Our
reference to the subjcct taken exception to
was, as we have said, a very incidental one;
and, as a fact, vas but a re-ccho of what
French Educationists theniselves lad re-
marked upon, viz.: the recognition and suc-
cess of the Ontario educational exhibit, and
the reverse of this, inl iccase of therepresen-
tation of Qucbec. In this, however, the
Quebec Province is notculpablc, and we by
no means meant to say so. It would have
been a churlish and ungencrous thing had it
been our intention to lay any stress upon the
contrast. That was not a matter that con-
cerned us. The Province in whatever re-
preseatation it did make, is entitied to its
meed of praise. Unfortunately for Quebec,
that of Ontario was of such proportions as
almost to eclipse it, and this fact, we fear,
must go unchallenged, notwithstanding our
contenporary's patriotic desire to spice the
truth a little with fiction.

EDUCATIONAL MATTERS ABROAD.

ACCORDING to Nattre, a very strong me-
morial against the retention o 'reek as a
subject for all honour candidates has been
presented to Cambridge University. Whether
this is the beginning of a really influential
movement against the preponderance of
classical studies in our systems of Education
or not, we scarcely know; but if only an-
other random shot into the camp of the clas-
sicists, and evern without much seeming
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effcct, we are glad that it has been fircd.
Time, and the powerful auxiliary of science
and those othcr practical studies that scck to
win place by the side of the classics, will
ultimatcly tell i dini:nshing its hitherto
imperious claims. Wc arc no indiscriminate
enemy of classical culture, but surcly the
day has coic when the cducational value ofi
a classical course should be appraised witht
some regard to studies that as inîperatively
call for recognition. That the classics have
hitcrto usurped a place in the curricula
of Our schools far beyond, we will not say
ticir traditional importance, but that of their
practical value, and even as a discipline for
the mind, few will now dcny. This has long
been concedcd by the best classical mien in
England, and it has alk been adnitted that
to the monopoly of this study much of the
humiliating ignorance of other important
subjects whiclh should have engaged the at.
tention of youth is owing. Ilerc in Canada,
at any rate, and in a utilitarian age like the
present, sound sense in this matter should
prevail, and classical studies, especially for
honours, be regulated by soine sense of their
practical benefit in the after life of thestudent.
Utility, and not the aim of the pedant,
should be the object souglt after, thougli in
urging this we have full regard to the desira-
bility of retaining a classical and purely liter-
ary training in our systems of education, but
in some just relation to the other acquire-
ments and studies necessary to make up the
well-informed man.

FRom " Whitaker's Almanac " for 1879,
a publication that each year increases our
admiration of the talent and industry mani-
fested in its compilation, we extract some
items of interest concerning the London
School Board and the statistics of its work.
The Board is composed of fiftyclective mem-
bers (representing the ten districts into which
the city is divided), drawn from the ranks of
the professional and wealthy-leisured class of
the metropolis-some of whom are ladies.
Its officers, who take the management of the
various bureaux of finance, statistics, school
management, industrialschools, school build-
ing, etc., are ten iii number, and their sa-

larles range fron $r,5oo to $5,ooo. There
are five Inspectors who receive salaries vary.
ing froni $0,Soo to $2,250; besides Chief
Instructors in -.inging, drill, and needlc-work;
an Instructor for the deaf and dumb, and a
Kindergarten Instructrcss. The year's ex.
penditure of the Board, ending Marci 1878,
cxcecdcd live nillions dollars, of whiclh sum
one and a half million was paid as salary to
Teacliers; a like sum for the ercetion of, and
addition to, schools ; and $700,aoo for the
purchase of building sites. Fron the AI.
manac we transcribe the following furtlier
facts:-

I''rom the establishnment of the Board in
Novcmbcr, 1870, up to Octolber 29th, 1878,accommîniodation in permanent schools hadbeen provideid for 163,935 clildrcn. In ad.
dition to this, schools with accommodation
fbr i,69 are in process of erection, or will
bc piovicd in tJe course of tue next twoycars. At Lady Day last [the Hlalf-Yearly
Report for Micliaelmas is not yet pubelislhed]
tlere ,were ul on the rolls of the 3aard
Scools (inc uding certain sclools transfrrcd,andi tenîporary SclifOls), 188,092 clîildren.m'he stafi of teachers comprised 2,378 adultteaclers, and 1,75 1 pupil teachers and can-didates. The fees charged by the Board
range froni id. to 9(; the number of school
places provided at id. being, according to arecent retuin, 45,933 ; 9r,19 1 at 2d..
36,335 at 3d. ; 8,225 at 4(.; 2,859 at 6d.
ani n1ly y87 at . The charges are deter-
inetl soiely by %vhat is believed ta be tîteability of the parents, and to avoid needless

class distinctions they are made uniform incach school. Wlien the census of all theschools in London wa.staken in 1871, whetherefficient or non-efficient, the total number ofchildren on the roll was 320,143. T'lhe num-ber of children now upon the roll of efficientschools alone is 447.382 ; in other words,
the roll ofefficient sehools alne is grcater by
127,239 than tîxe total raIl ai ail schoolswhatever in the beginning Of187 I. The num-ber ofchildren sent to industrial schools atthe instance of the Board, up to Michaelmas,
187, Mas 4364. In addition, 4, 18 other
cases lîad been inquired into by the Indus-trial Schools Committee, and referred to va-rious voluntary agencies, etc., to be dealtwith. The receipts for the year 1878-79
amunt to £5a6,306, which i.s at the rate of
5-i5d. in the pound.

DR. LYON PLAYFAIR, who showed a great
interest in educationa'l matters during hi
visit to this country last year, intends to in-
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troduce a bill on Scholastic Rcgistration
into the Imperial Parliamcnt at the ccming
session. Ile proposes by ;t to create a Pub.
lic Register of teachers, and to forbid, un.
der a pcnalty, any unrcgisterecd pcrson tu en.
gage in the work of tcaching. The persons
to bc placed upoi the register arc (1) Grad.
uatcs of the Enghisli Universitics ; (2) Mcm-
bers of the Collegc of Preccptors (a body
that furnishcs a considcrablc number of
teachers to the privatc schools o( the coun-

try) ; (3) Tcachcrs holding tlc certificate of
the Education l)cpartment ; nnd (4) Bona
fide teachers in intcrncdiatc schouls at the
time of the passing of the Act. The ma-
chinery by which the Act is to be put in
operation is an Educational Council, con-
sisting of rcpresentativcs of the Universitics
of Oxford, Cambridge, and London; of the
Collcge of Preceptors, and nominees of the
Crown, to bc cvcntually replaced by repre-
sentatives chosen by the registcred teachers.

BRIEFS ON NEW BOOKS.

A VERY useful little volume cornes to us
from the publishing house of Messrs. Davis,
Bardeen & Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., entitled
7he School Room Guidt. The work is com-
pilcd by Mr. E. V. DeGraff, M.A., and em-
bodies the instruction given hy the author at
Teachers' Institutes in New York and other
states, and is especially intended to assist
public school teachers in the practic.l wcrk
of the school room. The author seems to be
very familiar with the various methods em-
ployed by teachers in school management
and work, and the profession will doubtless
find muchi that is suggestive in the book.
From the saine publisiers we have a 'neat
booklet, forming No. I of their "School
Roon Classics," the subject of which is
"Unconscious Tuition," from the eloquent
pen of the Right Rev. Dr. Huntingdon,
Bishop of Central New York.

7/e Right use of Books.: a lecture by Prof.
W. P. Atkinson. Reading as a Fine Art:
translated from the French of M. Ernest
Legouve. Boston: Roberts Brothers. These
little volumes preserve in dainty form trea-
sures of thought on the subjects of which

thcy treat. In tlicsc days of inticlectual
dissipîatiin in thc rcading habits of the

people, no grcatcr scrvice can bc done the
cnmnunity than in dirccting and guiding
tliouglht in regard tu sound mcthîods rf study
and the sclcction of goad reading matier.
Blooks arc too oftcn taken up pour passcr te
tetips, without reference cither to what inay
be gained from thcm, or to tlcir influence on
the mlind and character of the rcadcr. Prof.
Atkinson's tliougltful words will be a reve-
lation to those wlio inake such acquaintance
with litcraturc. The important subject Mr.
Lcgouvc treats of should insurc perusal for
lis brief sketch. Good rcading is not usu-
ally a strong point in our schools. It may
be said of our youth what M. Legouve said of
the pupils in the priniary schools of Paris,
that "hcy rend as if their vocal chords had
no strength, ard their sentences neitlcr pc-
riods nor cominas."

Adams' Synchronological Chart of His-
tory. Torontc: Herger & Co. This unique
and pictorial compendium of history should
fmnd a place in ail our schools wlcre tne
value of imparting information through the
eye is recognized, and the benefit of pos-
scssing a pictured representation of historical
events, intelligently and accurately display-
ed, is acknowlecdgcd. There have been
many dcvices hitherto publishîed, in the form
of chronological charts, trees of history, etc.,
whicli have attempted at a single view to re-
present the stream of time, with its varying
scenes of incident and ch ange. Wchave seen
nothing, however, so complete, and we should
say, satisfactory, as this mammoth pan-
oramic chart of the Hon. S. C. Adams. It
would takc a whole number of this Magazine
to enumerate its features and describo its at-
tractions. We will simply say of it, however,
that it should be seen by our educators, and
its method tested, and we make bold to say
that it will be found a substantial aid to the
teaching of history, and an entertahiing and
attractive object of interest in the school
room. The size of the chart is 22 feet by
30 inches, and can be had either in portfolio
for the library or in a frame with rollers
for the wall. The prices range from $13 to
$25 with a special discount to schools.
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